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I NTRODUC TION 
In the following pag es I shall concern myself mainly 
with telling the story of efforts to save Boston society from 
stag e Lmmorality. I propose to g ive a bird's-eye view of the 
manifestations of theatre censorship, and the f orces beh i nd 
t h ese manifestations during the past few decades. 
To my knowledge, a comprehensive study of this subject 
has never be en published. All observations, therefore, with 
the exception of certain historical data, shall be made on 
the basis of newspaper reports, court records, and direct in-
terviews with individuals immediately concerned with theatre 
censorsh ip. 
The Bill of Rights guarantees freedom of speech as an 
inherent right under our democracy. Any violation of this 
right is worth y of investigation. 
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Chapter I 
"THE CHANGING TIMES" 
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The introduction of the Drama into the United States 
dates back to the year 1749, and it flourished to some extent 
in the South before it found a "local habitation and a name" 
in Massachusetts. The colonial authorities of this state 
were adamantly opposed to theatrical amusements. 1 
It is generally conceded that the first public dramatic 
performance in Boston was Otway's "Orphan, or Unhappy Mar-
riage", which was produced at the Coffee House in State Street, 
by two young Englishmen, "assisted by some volunteer comrades 
of t he town." The Puritanical element of the city, shocked 
by the performance, roused the General Court of Massachusetts 
into passing an act "to prevent stage-plays, and other the-
atrical entertainments ••• which not only occasion great and 
unnecessary expenses, and discourage industry and frugality, 
but likewise tend generally to increase immorality, impiety, 
and a contempt of religion.n In the month of March, 1750, the 
2 
act was passed. 
The prohibitory law was reenacted in 1784, even though 
theatres were going full tilt in Philadelphia and New York. 3 
But in 1792 a few of the bolder friends of the drama built at 
their own expense a theatre, in everything but the name, and 
called it the "New Exhibition Room". The theatre opened on 
the lOth of August, 1792. No immediate action was taken by 
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the legislature, inasmuch as the performances were of so mild-
mannered a nature as to be anything but objectionable. The 
opening bill for instance, advertised: a tight rope act, 
4 
"various feats of tumbling", and a "dancing ballet." Five 
months later, however, their Honors, Justice Greenleaf and 
Barrett, egged on by the more indignant opponents of theatri-
cals, had the theatre closed and its manager, ~w. J. Harper, 
summoned to court. 5 
Harper was let go after his counsel objected to the 
legality of the warrant "as contrary to the fourteenth article 
of the Declaration of Rights." No further prosecution was 
made, although the censorship law was to remain in force till 
1797. Governor Hancock, always a bitter opponent of the the-
atre, was in failing health at the time, and died the follow-
ing October. The law became a dead letter, and was subse-
quently repealed. 6 
John Gardiner, Esquire, a member of the committee ap-
pointed to consider the "expediency of repealing the Law 
against Theatrical Exhibitions, within this Commonwealth," de-
livered a 100-page address to the House in defense of drama. 
In this address he agreed that the Puritan ancestors were 
"men of whom the world was not worthy"; but still, he argued, 
"they were only~; and like all other ~~ were fallible, 
liable to frailties, to prejudices, and to error, and he 
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boiled on, building up steam as he spoke: rrone of those ab-
surd prejudices, in my opinion, was their inveterate opposi-
tion, and abhorent aversion, to the Theatre. Although it was 
an invariable maxim with them, that 'The further from Rome, 
the nearer to God', yet, did they agree with the Roman Catho-
lics, during the infamous and disgraceful reign of that royal 
conjurer, the abominable monster, James the First, as well as 
in the days of his obtruscated son, Charles Stuart, of bloody 
and dissembled memory; that burlesque Saint of the unchari-
table dissenter - damning Episcopalians of the high English 
church, that 1 The drama was not lawful to ChristiansJ 1 Now, 
Sir, whoever is read in the history of the Drama, must know 
that the ancient drama took its life in religion ••• I can safe-
ly aver, that, after the most attentive search through the 
whole Bible, I cannot find one sipgle passage therein condemn-
ing either theatres or actors: On the contrary, I find, in 
that best of all books, many things which partake of dramatic 
poetry and of dramatic exhibition, and further, I find St. 
Paul, who was by far, the most learned of all the Apostles, 
borrowing whole sentences, and quoting several divii.ne passages 
from the Greek poets, and Greek writers of comedy; which ap-
pear, as well, in the Acts of the Apostles, as, in those, his 
epistles which all true and sincere Christians believe, and 
acknowledge, to be inspired writings."7 
I have quoted the Representative from Maine at some 
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length because I think it important 
al minds existed back in 1792; all 
the yoke of puritan provincialism. 
to show that certain libel 
men were not burdened under ! 
John Gardiner, Esq., had 
many adherents who persuaded him to have his speech published 
in book form, which he did; and they quite ignorant of the 
sage philosophy: "as Maine goes, so goes the nation." 
Public sentiment at this time was all for the continua-
tion of theatricals. Attendance figures ran high, and con-
struction of new theatres began. 1he governing fathers, 
recognizing the beneficial business aspect of this new indus-
try, let up on restrictions. The opponents of the theatre, 
out of the picture for the moment, sat back and waited for 
providence to take a hand in the matter. 
On the 2nd of February, 1798, the Federal Street theatre 
burned to the ground. The cost of the building was seventy 
thousand dollars, and only one share covered by insurance. 
Here, cried the opposition element, you see the band of God. 
Notices at once appeared in t h e different journals against 
theatrical entertainments, and an effort was made to revive 
the law against them. The theatre faction, however, now had 
the "business-minded" men of Boston on its side and no action 
8 
was taken by the courts. 
And so the theatre was allowed to develop without major 
interference for over eighty years. True, there were those 
who bore lit t le love for the drama and would have had it sup-
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pressed on charges of immorality had the opportunity arisen, 
but no concerted action was taken as the opponents of the 
theatre confined themselves to penning caustic letters to 
the editors of newspapers. 
In the year 1876, the N. E. Society for the Suppression 
of Vice was founded. 'Ihe Society was incorporated in 1884 , a 
and in 1891, changed its name to the Watch and Ward Society. 
The object of this society is "the suppression of immorality 
and vice, in whatever form they may be manifested". 9 
It was not until 1891 that the Society began action 
against the evils of the theatre. In an editorial in the Bos-
ton Evening Transcript April 1, 1891, titled rrwarfare Upon 
Impurity", the Society accuses: 
rrDuring the month of March some of the most indecent 
public posters ever seen in Boston were displayed on our pu-
blic thoroughfares. They advertised a low travelling troupe 
performing at the Howard Athenaeum. If the performances were 
as bad as the bills, they were a disgrace to our civilization. 
The company remained only a week in the city. On Wednesday 
of that week our agent made protest, and in turn the Police 
Commissioner, the Governor, and the Aldermen were interviewed. 
It was all in vain. The responsibility, however, was finally 
located clearly with t he Licensing Committee of the Board of 
Aldermen. They oan revoke the license of any theatre which 
violates the code of propriety they chose to exact. Let them 
lift a finger and every immodest poster will vanish. One 
word from them to theatre mana~ers, that indecency on placards 
or on the stage will at once revoke their license, and the 
evil wil:l. disappear. If the public exact of this licensing 
committee of the Board of Aldermen a high sense of responsi-
bility they will be faithful. If all the protesting is left 
to our society they will be as inactive ih the future as in 
the past. 11 
By 1892 the society had exerted enough pressure on the 
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Board of Aldermen to have a regulation passed concerning the 
display of theatrical posters. The ordinance ruled that all 
placards and posters must be approved by the Committee on 
licenses. Now that it had the law on its side the society 
went all out to guarantee its observance. For the year 1895-
1896 alone the society notes in its annual report: "We have 
made eighteen complaints to the Licensing Committee of the 
Board of Aldermen in regard to posters and theatrical enter-
tainments, and one license has been revoked." 
The society now apparently was in a. position to exact 
pressure on the theatre. In 1896 it secured the passage of 
an act designed "to prevent immoral shows and entertainments." 
In its annual report for that year the society notes: 
"Under a law secured by us last year we have prosecuted, 
in a theatre in this city, the proprietor and two performers, 
for being connected with an immoral theatrical entertainment. 
The proprietor paid a fine of $100, and the others $50 each. 
On witnessing the show, we considered it too bad to be toler-
ated, and the next evening took with us another witness, an 
officer, and a stenographer." 
During the following year the society proved itself even 
more severe. The annual report declares: 
"The theatres most likely to have improper exhibitions 
are closely watched, and one or more of them visited every 
week. If anything demands conviction, we either demand the 
manager to have it cut out, or in extreme cases arrest either 
the proprietor, manager, or 'artists'. In one case of arrest, 
the proprietor was fined $100, and two actors $50 each. In 
another the lecturer was fined $50, one actress was placed on 
probation, and another sent for a year to the Woman's Reforma-
tory." 
- 7 -
The society had proven itself serious in its cleanup 
campaign and ttlegitimate" theatre owners were duly impressed. 
The burlesque theatres, however, failed to shape up to the 
society's standards. Year after year the Watch and Ward in-
vestigators caused fines to be meted out here and suspensions 
imposed there. And finally, on August 2, 1915, the society 
promulgated a "moral code" wh ich was to be "a beginning of a 
definite body of regulations that should express present 
standards."10 
This code was to play a major role in future censorship 
of theatricals. Indeed, years later, when the theatre fac-
tion brought the censorship question into the Federal court, 
it lost its case on one of the six points in this code. But 
just now the code was employed in a particular effort to stem 
the rising tide of immorality in the burlesque houses. 
The code had the desired effect. In its annual report 
for 194.7-18 t he society reports: "A comparison of Boston 
with other large cities of the country with respect to bur-
lesque performances is favorable to our city." 
By 1921 the society had gotten around to the theatre em-
ployees: nThe practice of employing girl ushers at our play-
houses is not good and results in many social wrecks. ~llien 
girl ushers at small pay mingle freely with young men at a 
play the very title of which brings a blush of modesty, we 
have a combination t hat ought not to be tolerated."l!.l 
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By 1943 the society had concluded that "conditions, re-
lative to the theatre, are not at their best, but everything 
considered, it would seem that for the present, we shall have 
12 
to be satisfied with a continued policy of reasonable control!' 
Things had gotten to a point where the society felt safe to 
leave the department of the theatre in the hands of the licen- I 
s i ng cornn1 i s sion, ever under t h e vigilance, h owever, of the 
Watch and Ward investigators. 
'l'he licensing commission meanwhile, had troubles of its 
own. I n 1929 Eugene O'Neill's Strange Interlude met with its 
13 disapproval and was consequently banned. 
14 
Lillian Hellman's 
15 The Children's Hour and Sean 0 1 Casey's Within the 
countered the same fate in 1935. 
Gates en-
This censorship of the works ' 
I 
of well-respected playwrights created a furore in the theatre 
world, which in 1936 resulted in a revisal of Boston's censor-
sh ip regulations. Boston, it might be said, underwent a bap-
tism by fire. 
The first coals to kindle this fire were ignited with the 
banning of Strange Interlude in 1929. For six months the 
Eugene O'Neill Pulitzer Prize winning play had been advertised 
to the Boston public, and seven thousand seats had been sold 
to Boston members of the Guild. The play was scheduled to 
open at the Hollis Street Theatre on September 30... On Septem-
ber 16, John M. Casey, City Censor, acting on orders from 
Mayor Nichols, notified the management of the theatre that 
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O'Neill's play would not be permitted to open in Boston. The 
producers could hardly credit the news of their play's suppres 
sion by the Mayor, especially as the play won the Pulitzer 
Prize in May, 1928, as "the American play performed in New 
York best representing the educational value and power of the 
stage in raising the standard of good morals, good taste and 
good manners". Furthermore, the play had been passed by the 
Lord Chamberlain of Eng land, who administers the British 
Censorship, consider0d one of the strictest in the world. In 
addition to an eighteen month stay in New York the play had 
been successfully conducted on tour through such censor-strict 
cities as Detroit and Kansas City. 16 
Public sentiment sided with the Guild. Organizations 
and business men alike: clergymen, bankers, businessmen, 
publishers, literary societies, women's clubs, librarians, 
editors, and scores of ~hers invaded the Mayor's office via 
telegrams and other messages. 
Guild representatives conferred with Mayor Nichols in an 
effort to induce him to revoke his order. The Mayor told them 
that the play presented "a disgusting spectacle of immorality 
and an advocacy of atheism, which has no place on a Boston 
stage. 1113 
The Guild was now left with three alternatives: 1) a 
special performance of the play before the Boston Statuatory 
Board, consisting of the Mayor, Police Commissioner and Chief 
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Justice of the Municipal Court, on t h e chance that t h e Board 
might reverse the Ma y or's decision; 2) secure a judicial in-
junction to prevent t h e Mayor f rom stopping the play; 3) pre-
sent the play in some suburban city, provided it met with 
17 
official a pproval. 
The Guild chose the latter course of action, inasmuch as 
many theatres outside Boston had aske d for the production of 
the play. 
The opposition forces were now mak ing t h emselves heard 
in support of the Mayor's decision. 'fue Baptist ministers of 
Greater Boston unanimously passed a resolution in support of 
the ban and the Methodist Conference referred a similar pro-
posal t o a committee. 
But apparently all was not harmony in the camp of the 
enemy. Dr. William W. Harvey, M.D., in a letter to the New 
York Times dated September 27, 1929, observes: "The height 
of absurdity was reached this week in Boston's forbidding of 
"Strang e Interlude", when twenty ministers, who had called a 
meeting to protest against the production of this play in 
Quincy, Massachusetts, confessed to a man that they had never 
read or seen the play . Their knowledge of what it was about 
seemed to be based entirely on some quotations which had b een 
sent to them in a circular letter prepared by one Albert R. 
MacKusick of Tremont Temple, Boston, and claimed by him to be 
obscene • . :Now ' Mr. MacKus ick is threatened with arrest for 
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sending obscene matter through the mail, which, if he desires, 
loses for him his case against the play."18 
While Boston quibbled, the Guild moved the play out to 
~ uincy. Mayor McGrath of that city said he would reserve 
judgement on the play until he had had a chance to see it on 
the opening night. (There is no censorship law in Quincy, but 
the Mayor has power to suspend or revoke a theatre's license 
if a play is found 11 objectionable 11 • 19 
In Quincy the play was a sell-out. Mayor McGrath pro-
nounced it a "wonderful play", after he witnessed the opening 
20 performance on September 30. The play was held over an extra 
week, after which it returned to New York to reap the rewards 
of its notoriety. And it is for this reason, I might add, 
that the Boston censors decry publicity: it defeats the ends 
21 
of their well-intentioned labors. 
In defense of Mayor Nichols it must be stated that after 
the tirade had let up, it was discovered he had seen the play 
in New York and had intimated that he hoped he would not be 
required to pass upon the question of its presentation in 
this city. 
After the storm had abated, one CO:tnJ.tlentator noted: "So 
Boston has had another installment of advertising and remains 
h 1 h hi h i t 1116 w at it a ways as been, w c s -- Bos on. In which case 
the events of 19 35 might not have come as too much of a s h ock. 
On January 15, 1935, Mayor Mansfield, yielding to re-
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quests from the clergy and others, "requested" that Sean 
O'Casey's play "Within the Gates" stay out of Boston. In his 
statement the Mayor listed protestants as the Rev. R. M:. Sul-
livan, representing the College Council of Catholic Organiza-
tions; Bishop Charles W. Burns of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, and t h e Rev. John Van Schaick of the Christian Leader. 
Three days earlier Herbert L. McNary, the official Boston cen-
sor, viewed a performance of the play in New York and sug-
gested several changes in particular words and stag e bus i ness 
to receive his official approval. The producers were report-
22 
ed to have made these chang es. 
The controversy aroused in the banning of this play sur-
passed even that connected with the "Strange Interlude" ep i-
sode. The Watch and Ward Society, ever on the lookout for the 
observance of morality, failed to second the Mayor's censor-
ship action. "I doubt if it is bad enough to be banned,n said 
Mr . Choteau Bro\m, head of the organization. 
As in the case of "Strange Interlude", 0 1Casey's play had 
undergone the strict censorship of the Lord Chamberlain in 
London. The play ran from October to January in New York, and 
was at th i s time playing in Philadelphia, certainly not the 
most indiscriminate city in the nation. 23 
A. G. Munro, manager of the Shubert theatre, where the 
Boston performance was to have taken place, appealed to the 
full board of censorship which at this time included: Mayor 
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Mansfield, Chief Justice Wilfred Bolster of the Municipal 
Court and Joseph J.Leonard, Police Commissioner. The Mayor 
not only denied the appeal, but further moved to have the play 
24 book banned in Boston. 
In Philadelphia meanwhile, John Truerk, sponsor of the 
American production of the play, was beginning to feel the 
effects of the Boston ban. As he explained it, the experience 
with "underhanded methodsn in Boston had destroyed the play's 
prospects for the remainder of an extended road tour which 
had included bookings in Providence, Springfield, Hartford, 
New Haven, Baltimore, Detroit, Washington, Pittsburgh, Cincin-
nati and Chicago. He stated that a company of sixty people, 
like that employed in "Within the Gates", "could not afford 
to go into a town and be thrown out at the last minute." 
Aside from the expense and uncertainty involved, he declared 
that his firm would not take a chance on the "humiliatiorl' of 
such treatment. The producer regretted that there existed no 
court of appeal in Boston from the censorship boar d. 25 
Mr. Truerk's cloud of "humiliation" found an ample silver 
lining in the reviews of many drama critics. Brooks Atkinson 1 
vehemently refuted the Boston censors: 
"There is much to be said for the Boston art students: 
they are not trivial. Before discharg ing their thunder-
bolts t hey wait for something big to come along. When 
Noel Coward's drama of lust in t h e West Indies was rais-
ing the temperatures of Boston playgoers the censors 
realized that it was not one of his most formidable 
works a nd were, accordingly, not upset by the darkness 
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of its sensuality. Although "Point Valaine" is a true 
portrait of the corruption· of moral fibre in the hot 
climates, its truth lacks the universality of Mr. 
0 1 Casey 1 s poem in praise of the glory of being alive. 
For the little men with morbid minds who set them-
selves up as the custodians of public taste object 
to the stage most seriously when.'. it stops giggling 
and sniggering for a moment and sings of life with 
the religious fervor of poetic imagery. Mr. 0 1 Casey 1 s 
rank offense is that he has dared write of the spirit 
and employ the blunt, sinewy language of the King 
James Bible and the Elizabethans. Censors tremble in 
the presence of a man who is fully alive; he is a 
challenge to their terror; he reminds them of the 
feeblene s s of their grasp on life. When "Leaves of 
Grass" a pp eared Emerson was the only Bostonian who 
understood the significance of Walt Whitman's vita126 ity, and even Emerson felt uncomfortable about it." 
Edwin F. Melvin, drama critic for the Boston Transcript, who 
journeyed to New York to see the play, wrote: 
"Though the piece has been forbidden public per-
formance in Boston, it is a significant work by a 
playwright of eminence. In spite of the action which 
has been taken here, .Mr. 0 1 Casey will presumably con-
tinue on his way. Boston, after all, is only a small 
corner of the world. As the weekend pilgrims to Man-
hattan were made clearly aware, its disturbances cause 
scarcely a ripple in the metropolis. 27he loss is like-ly to be here rather than elsewhere. 11 
Leo Gaffney, drama critic of the Boston American, tactfully 
offered his "strictly personal opinion": 
"Having seen the play, I see nothing irreligious 
or ~oral about it as it was presented this evening. 
I sincerely esteem it as a notable contribution to 
the stag e and an exceptional work of art. In my 
opinion, it reaches a mileston~8 in the progress of the English-speaking theatre.n 
Sean 0 1 Casey 1 s "~Vi thin the Gates 11 , meanwhile, was doing 
a roaring business in New York, t hus profiting at the expense 
of the Boston censorship. 
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On Februar y 6, Mayor Mansfield announced that he would 
permit all plays to come to Boston for a first presentation. 
The i s sue of t h eir questionable character would then be de-
cided after a local s howing. Should the Board of Censors 
find a play unfit, the Ma y or mi ght t h en exercise his judgment 
b . . t 29 in annlng l • 
By December of this same year, 19 3 5, however, Mayor 
Mansfield had a pparently forgotten the finer points o f his 
announcement. "The Ch ildren's Hour, a play by Lillian Hell-
man whic h was praised by the full roster of New York critics, 
was in t he thirteenth month of its Manha t tan run when the 
Ma y or i mp o sed h is Bost on ban on December 14, 19 35. He declar-
ed he was "unalterably opposed" to the play;' s product ion here 
after reading it and a report of the city censor, Herbert L. 
Mc Nary, who saw it in New York. The play was to have opened 
in Boston's Shubert Theatre January 6th, backed by a distins -
uished subscription list of 5,000 regular patrons of the 
Theatre Guild and Theatre Society. But on t h is occasion, de-
s p ite the Mayor's "unalterable" opposition, Herman Shumlin , 
the producer, said that he intended to take legal action "to 
. ,,30 force an issue. This was t o be a test case. 
Eleven day s later suits for $250,000 damage s were en-
tered in Federal Court in Boston a gainst Mayor Frederick w. 
Mansfield and City Censor Herbert L. McNary as a result of 
their action in bann ing the play "The Children's Hour". They 
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were named as co-defendants in one action for ';;.50 000 brought 
'l( ' 
by Herman Shumlin, producer of the play, and in another for 
$200,000 brought by the Children's Hour, Inc. of New York. 
The suits were registered on the ground that bann ing of the 
Ac 31 pla-y· was costing the company :jji3,000 a week. 
Mr. Shumlin attempted to convince the court that Mayor 
Mansfield bad no right to ban the play, inasmuch as he had 
not seen it, but had merely read the play book. Arthur D. 
Hill, counsel for the pet i tioners, called Boston censorship 
"a highly genteel type of lynch law" and termed the Mayor 
an "unofficial censor". Mayor Ma!"'..sfield declared his belief 
that the play violated a regulation which prohibits the por-
trayal of a moral pervert on the stag e in this city. 
Now that the i Esue had come down to a point of law, the 
producer found himself unable to cope with the censors on 
their home grounds. On February 24th Judge C. Sweeney of the 
Federal Court declined to restrain Mayor Mansfield and the 
Boston Licensing Board from interfering in production of the 
" H II 32 play The Children's our • 
But. Mr. Shumlin did not labor in vain; he inspired 
others to join in his opposition to Boston censorship proce-
dure. A petition to the Le g islature protesting against "the 
puritanical censorl3hip of Boston which bans significant plays" 
was sig ned by 1,000 persons, including actors, educators arid 
business men. ~1ey asked that the state law upon wh ich city 
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censorship was based be amended so that a play could not be 
banned arbitrarily, but only "after notice to and hea ring of 
all persons interested." They further as ked that a ny action 
to close a theatre or ban a play "be determined by due pro-
cess of law before the courts of justice" as provided in the 
Bill of Rights. In addition they pointed out that "The 
Children's Houru was not the only play that could be seen in 
any city except Boston; they mentioned the banning of 
"Strange I nterluden and "Within the Gates". 
This was a peti tion the tin g ods of cen~orship could 
not afford to i g nore. Such respected citizens as the former 
Attorney General; professors from Bo s ton University, Harvard, 
Tufts, and Simmons; the president of the Massachusetts Hotel 
Men's Association; and such actors as George M. Cohan affixed 
their signatures to the r:e tition. Representatives o.f restau-
rants;taxi companies and theatrical unions also signed. 33 
A few months later the bill became ~w. It provided 
that a Boston theatre cannot have its license revoked without 
a hearing . 'rhis, in effect, means that no show can be banned 
until it h as had at least one performance. It may then be 
stopped by a committee o.f three - the Mayor, the Police Com-
missioner an d a member of the Art Commission - who look into 
questions of public decency, etc. (see a ppe ndix) 
Under the prese n t law no cases of play bann ing have 
arisen, although the process of cutt ing censorable material 
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from scripts has gone on. In 1947 Boston received national 
attention when Eugene 0 1 Neill 1 s "The Iceman Cometh" was re-
fused approval unless certain cuts were made in dialogue. 
The present City Censor, Walter Milliken, was invited to go 
to New York to view the play and offer l1is suggestions, which 
would allow the playwright to bring the play to Boston, but 
O'Neill came out with a press release which read: 
"In reply to the idiotic demands of the Boston censor-
ship, I can only say that I will not change, nor allow to be 
changed, one word of nThe Iceman Cometh. u34 
So Boston audiences failed to see the play, which fact 
undoubtedly met wt th the approval of a certain segment of the 
citizenry. The Pilot, Boston's Catholic newspaper, pointed 
out in an editorial entitled "Barnum Would Understand": 
"If 'The Iceman' faileth to come to Boston, it is not 
because the play has .been banned here. The .flay has not been 
bannedJ The Boston censorship office was invited to view the 
play in New York and offer suggestions. On the face, this 
appeared a sensible idea - a decent, realistic method of 
avoiding fuss and furor. 
"And right r.,ere is an opportunity to say that Walter 
Milliken and Beatrice ~belton, of the Boston censorship office 
for the entire term of thei.r service, ha.ve competently and 
conscientiously fulfilled the duties ·· of a.n unthanked, deli-
cate and onerous job. 
"The City Censor and his assistant enumerated about 
twenty-five words and phrases which they thought could be 
dropped from "The Iceman Cometh" with no loss to the drama's 
impact and with advantage to good taste. 
"So we suggest that Eugene O'Neill is guilty of the 
cheapest demagoguery when he says - 11 In reply to the idiotic 
demands of the Boston censorship, I can only say that I will 
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not change, nor allow to be chang ed, one word of 'The Iceman 
Cometh!tt' Actually, the Boston censorship has served no 11de-
mands11 idotic or unidiotic. Like a child in the dentist's 
chair, Mr. O'Neill howls before the dentil:thas even said 
'please open wide.' 
'The Iceman Cometh' is incredibly dreary and dirty, as 
near literal ditch water as language can become. It is a 
failure. Patrons trickle past the turnstiles - and leave aftei 
the second act. 
11 So Mr. O'Neill's strategy is clear. If he can convey 
that 'The Iceman' has "been banned in Boston" he may entice 
the patronage of tha-t prurient, unhappy legion who can't re-
sist forbidden fruit. But the trick is getting transparent 
by now. We believe it won't work. 
"This despairing, fil:thy play - replete with tavern 
dialogue lower than the conversation in real taverns - is also 
unbelievably dull. If 'The Iceman' stayeth away from Boston 
forever, if he never showeth his vacuous, dirty face here, the 
city should congratulate itself. Life is beset with many in-
evitable boredoms - it geems silly to add another and pay ad-
mission to endure it."3 
It should be noted in this case that Mr. O'Neill's play 
met with little success elsewhere. Reviewers commented on the 
36 
weary2ngth and tiresome consistency of the overall plot. 
Walter Milliken was subsequently commended by the members of 
the Boston City Council "for his honesty of purpose, his 
courage, and determination to adhere strictly to the high 
37 
moral code long enjoyed by the theatregoers of Boston. 11 
In the following chapter I shall attempt to d emonstrate 
the manner in which this "high moral code" is enforced. 
As to t h e present chapter, we might conclude that, 
though the present law allows for a certain modicum of censor-
ship, Boston's censorship of the drama has diminished over the 
years to a point where it permits to the theatres a g iven 
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freedom of expression which one would expect to find in a 
democracy. ide have traced the course of Boston stage cersor-
ship over the years, and h ave found that, originally, there 
was no right whatsoever to produce a public exhibition in 
Massachusetts. That lasted for a great many years even after 
the adoption of the Constitution of Massachusetts. Subse-
quently, because of a change in the temper of the times, and 
the views of the people, productions were permitted, always 
with licenses • •• they have always been licensed and could not 
legally be put on without a license. 
In the following chapter I shall attemp t to illustrate 
the operating procedure of the licensing board in more recent 
times. 
Chapter II 
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THE LAW I N ACTION 
In any i nvestig ation of censorship procedure in the 
city of Boston one i s eventually led to b ecome as bewildered 
as t hat disconcerted individual who found himself unable to 
see the forest for t h e trees. In the ab ove chapter a numb er 
of play s wh ich met the Boston ban were mentioned, b ut the 
specific reas ons for wh ich they were banned were not discussed. 
This was not due to ove r sight, but r ather to necessity, inas-
much as the censors f ormed a custom of taking their records, 
if t h ey had any, with them upon leaving the employ of the li-
censing commission. 
The off icial censor of Boston a t the present time is one 
Walter Milliken . He i s a pleasant enoug h person and is, at 
his own admission, perfectly willing to make you f amiliar with 
the censors h ip procedure in the city of Boston. So you ques-
tion him and come up with the fol l owing facts: 
1) There i s no such thing as the city "censor." That is 
just t h e n ewspaper pseudonym f or the "h ead of t h e licens i ng 
division." 
2) In reference to the law itself, you might look at the 
Special Acts of the City of Boston for t he y ears 1908 , 1915, 
and 19 36 . These will s um up all t he laws of the leg islature 
relative to t h e revocation of theatrical licenses. 
3) As r e gards t he plays banned in the past - unfortunat~ 
II 
I 
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ly this off ice was devoid of records when I took office back 
in 1947. You might check the newspaper accounts. 
4) Yes, I have ke p t files during my term, but, of course 
you understand, these are strictly a secret between this of-
fice and the theatres. Besides, since I took office no play 
has been banned from Boston. I merely make recomntendations 
to the theatre wh~n the need arises. 
So you thank him and leave, not entirely discouraged 
yet, for there still remain t h e theatres. You make an ap-
pointment wi th Elinor Hughes, drama critic for the Boston 
Herald, who g ives you an introduction to Saul Kaplan and 
Michael Cavanagh, managers of the Colonial and Shubert thea-
tres res pectively. ( Every theatre in Boston but t he Colonial 
is controlled by the Messrs. Shubert.) 
Miss Hughes is very familiar with the various restric-
tions of censorsh ip imposed on the theatres over t he years, 
but as to the exact standards upon which the censors have 
found ground s f or action in any g iven instance she is not too 
certain. She suspects that t he censors have taken action in 
most cases because of pres sure exerted on them by sundry re-
lig ious groups whose views on morality are extremely severe. 
She is not surprised that Boston has become the l au ghing 
stock of t he nat ion as a result of t h is very censorsh ip. 
Sh e really has very little more t o say on the subject, 
but she is sure the newspaper's morgue (down the corr i dor and 
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turn to your left) which has an up-to-date file of clippings · 
labeled: CENSORSHIP * BOSTON * THEA':rRE, will be of some help. 
'l'"he clippings, however, do not make you any the wiser 
as to precisely why these plays were banned, but they do sug-
gest the reasons for Boston being laughed at. For example, 
when "Get Rich Quick Wallingford" played in Boston, Mayor 
Fitzgerald was a bit takenaback when he learned that the 
second leading character, referred to as "The Mayor," was por-
trayed as s orne thing of a grafter. l<,itzgerald soon had "The 
Mayor" referred to as "a prominent citizen." "The Mayor 11 
previously had not been recalled in either New York or Chi-
cago. This same year, 1.91~, Mayor Fitzgerald became perturbed 
when a character in "The Fight" known as "The Senator" was 
treated a trifle contemptuously. "The Senator" subsequently 
became known as 11 a prominent lobbyist." 
An editorial from the Boston Post of July 5, 1916 sug-
gests that you are not the first to puzzle over ~he erratic 
actions of the Boston censors: 
Boston is endowed with a board of censors, consist-
ing of the mayor, the chief of police, and the chief 
justice of the municipal court. 
This board was called into being by a special act 
of Legislature designed to put the quietus on a film 
objectionable to a racial element of' some numerical, 
but little political strength in the community. 
The censors, with the chief' executive dissenting, 
O.K. 'd the film. 
Shortly after, the mayor acting by himself, de-
barred Brieux's "Maternity," a serious play dealing 
~ -
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with the question of birth-control. 
A little later, the mayor without consulting his 
fellow censors, "warned awayf' a Belasco play, 11Marie-
Odile," ~hich played for months in New York and near-
ly everywhere else. 
A birth-control film now playing to packed houses 
here advertises that it is "Awaiting the Censor's 
Verdict," but an opening special performance for "cen-
sors, critics, physicians, etc.," was unattended by 
any of the censorship board. Mayor Gurley explained 
afterward that "as no complaint had been made it 
would ~ave been injudicious for the board to be pre-
sent.1 
wbile heartily applauding the mayor's refreshing 
wisdom in restraining his censorial impulses, one is 
led to wonder at the curious consistency of our muni-
cipal minder of morals. Wno in Boston, for instance, 
"made a complaint" against the plays previously ban-
ned? By what right did the mayor assume the functions 
of the entire board? And just what broad principles 
of morality underlie his ministration of the censorial 
office, anyway? These are questions which arise to 
vex the simple minds of the uninitiated. 
The next step in your search for content analysis ma-
terial takes you into the offices of Michael Cavanagh on the 
second floor of the Shubert theatre on Tremont Street. 
You lend some authority to your visit by mentioning the 
fact that you were sent over by Elinor Hughes. But W~. Cava-
nagh is unresponsive. In substance he informs you that he is 
having enough trouble with the licensing board as it is with-
out giving our private information that might get back to 
them. You counter this by assuring him that you have abso-
lutely no intention of publishing anything he may have to say. 
Yet he remains adamant, maintaining he cannot afford 
, 
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to take a chance. So you leave him on that esoteric note and 
walk over to Boylston Street and the Colonial Theatre. 
Mr. Saul Kaplan can tell you a few generalities which 
you already know and a couple of particulars wh ich you did not 
care to know in the first place. For instance, the name of 
God may not be used as dialogue. Appelations such as "son-of-
a-bitch" and 11bastard" may be left in the script if uttered in 
such a fashion as not to offend the ears of a mature audience: 
witness 11 Mr . Roberts." Did you know that Howard Johnson, the 
famous restaurateur, owes his start to the time back in 1927 
when t h e . Eugene O'Neill play "Strange Interlude," having been 
banned in Boston, played out in Quincy? It seems that Mr. 
Johnson had but one little sandwich stand in those days situ-
ated quite close to the Quincy playhouse, and when the thea-
tre crowds were let out for intermission Howard was right 
there to serve them sandwiches, et al. All these thing s and 
more will Mr. Kaplan tell you. But as to direct information 
relative to the censoring of plays he will refer you to the 
office of the city censor. 
By following the course of a river in the right direc-
tion you will eventually come to its source. So also, in the 
investigation of censorship procedure you finally get to the 
target of it all - the playwright. And the author of the play 
which caused the greatest amount of controversy in Boston is 
Lillian Hellman. Her play, The Children's Hour, was the sub-
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ject of much discussion in the Federal district court of Bos-
ton back in 1936. 
Were you to write to Miss Hellman r e questing information 
concerning the banning of this play she would refer you to the 
Civil Liberties Union who, in turn,would refer you to Miss 
Hellman's counsel, Sydney Grant. Mr. Grant will refer you to 
38 the court records, and here, at long last, you have before 
you the inside story, as far as it goes, on Boston densorship 
procedure. 
['HE CHILDREN 'S HOUR, I NC . 
Plaintiff 
-against-
FREDERICK W. Tv.lANSF'IELD, Mayor of 
the City of Boston, 
Police Commissioner--o~f~t~h-e~C~i~t-y-of 
Boston and 
~----~-~--~--~~~~~ Chief Justice of the Municipal Court 
of the City of Boston, and Shubert 
Holding Company, 
Defendants 
The .facts in t he case are as follows: The Petitioner is 
the owner of a play entitled ''The Children 1 s Hour 11 which has 
be en running in New York for more than a year. Desiring to 
bring the show to Boston for exhibition, it made arrangements 
through the United Booking Office of New York, who are the 
agents for the Shubert Theatre o.f Boston, to enter into a con-
tract with the Shubert Theatre .for the exhibition of the show 
in Boston. Prior to signing the contract, Mr. Murray, o.f the 
United Booking Office, g ot in touch with the Boston manager 
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of the Shubert 'rheatre, a Mr. Munro, with relation to booking 
the show. ~ft. Munro, following a custom which apparently had 
existed for some time, and which was of mutual advantage to 
all parties, and after talking first with~~. Herbert L. Mc-
Nary, Chief of the Licensing Division of the City of Boston, 
wrote a letter to Mr. McNary asking uif there could be any 
possible objection to the signing of _ the contract" for the 
showing of "The Children's Hour" in Boston. Upon the ' receipt 
of this letter, and at the request of Mr. Munro, a conference 
was arranged between Mr. McNary, Mayor Mansfieldof Boston, 
Mr. Munro of the Shubert Theatre, and a Miss Hobbs, represent-
ing the Theatre Guild, under whose sponsorship the play was 
to be brought to Boston. At the conference, the Mayor, re-
plying to the question raised in the letter, stated that he 
did not think the show ought to be produced in Boston, and 
pointed out certain features which he considered to be ob-
jectionable. The strongest statement made by the Mayor at 
this conference was that he individually was unalterably op-
posed to the production of this play in Boston. 
Now, in order to gain a clear concep tion of the case, 
you must realize that the play was not actually banned in 
Boston, inasmuch as the board for the revocation of licenses 
• did not meet and pass judgment. 'l'his board consists of the 
mayor, the police commissioner, and the chief justice of the 
municipal court. However, the mayor aired his views to the 
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press on the basis of a description of the play made to him 
by city censor McNary. At this time the mayor had neither 
seen nor read the play. 'rhe mayor, furthermore, notified the 
manager of the Shubert, Mr . Munro, that he was not in favor 
of bringing the play into Boston. Munro, in turn, notified 
the plaintiff that his theatre was not available for t h e play 
"The Children's Hour." The plaintiff tried other Boston thea-
tres, without success. Yet the play had not been banned from 
Boston as no action was taken by the board. So now the plain-
tiff is interested in learning just what constitutes the 
banning of a play in Boston, as well as the reasoh for the 
Mayor's public statement that he was unalterably opposed to 
the play being shown in Boston. 
_The first witness to take the stand was John M. Casey, 
chief of the Licensing Division from 1904 to 1932. The fol-
lowing, in substance, is his testimony. 
The only attention we paid to productions that 
were scheduled to come to Boston, or that I paid, was 
when request was made to the Mayor or to me personal-
ly by the manager of the theatre in which it was to 
be exhibited or by the producer of the attraction that 
was coming to witness a performance wherever it was 
playing outside of Boston. After looking over the 
production I would report to the Mayor. 
I was, in addition to other duties, secretary 
to the board consisting of the Mayor, the .t>olice 
Comrniss ioner, and the Chief Justice of the Municipal 
Court. When I left of fice I took the records of t h is 
board home with me. 
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\Vhen the board was created and the first ses-
sion wa s held by the Mayor, the Chief Justice. and 
the Police Commiss loner, it was the opinion, the 
expressed opinion of both the Police Commissioner 
and the Ch ief Justice that they would not give 
their time to the witnessing of any performance or 
any of the work entailed unless they were requested 
to meet as a board and that t h e work would have to 
be done by the secretary of the board, or by myself. 
I do not know when the practice of my looking over 
plays which were coming to Boston originated, but I 
think it was before 1915. This practice continued 
as long as I remained in office. 
Vfuen the Mayor received my report he would 
state to the interested parties his view of whether 
the play should or should not be produced. It was 
not ordinarily his practice to call a meeting of the 
board. 
In about every instance my report was a verbal 
report of situations, dialogue scenes that were in 
the production. The question of the obscenity or de-
cency of the play was left to the board to decide. 
The purpose of making my report was to enable the 
Mayor to make up his mind, or to assist the Mayor in 
making up his mind, whether or not the production 
was of a moral character suitable for presentation 
in Boston. 
The procedure I generally followed was that I 
would be called undoubtedly on the telephone at the 
office by the manager of the theatre and asked if I 
had seen the production and madeareport to the Mayor. 
Mainly and mostly I was authorized to see t h e manager 
of the theatre and discuss the proposition of the play 
with him. I would tell him what I had observed the 
facts to be of the performance I had seen. This is 
all I did. The next step was up to the manager or 
the producer of the show. 
(At this point in the testimony it was a greed 
by the court that in effect there was an establish-
ed practice that any_· play as to v1hich Casey was asked 
an opinion he would report to the Mayor's office, and 
the Mayor would then communicate the result of his 
opinion, after considering Mr. Casey's report, to the 
theatre manag er. That was the practice which had 
grown up under the act.) 
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critique of "The Children's Hour" the plaintiff intended to 
prove that the play had b een accepted as a top-notch piece 
of theatre art. 
We have seen thus far h ow the Mayor actually performs 
the censorship personally, in spite of the stipulations of 
the law of 1915. His decisions are based mainly on t he des-
cription of a play g iven him by the secretary of the licensing 
board, commonly known as the city censor. But just how does 
t h e city censor arrive at his estimate of a play? The testi-
mony of City Censor Mc Nary is extremely interesting , if not 
wholly enlightening , in this respect. It is of such a nature 
as to require quoting in full: 
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(1) 
HERBERT L. McNARY, Sworn, 
Direct Examination by Mr. Schwabacher. 
Q. Do you reside here in Boston? A. I reside in 
Boston, Dorchester. 
Q. Are you at the present time, and have you been for 
many months past the present incumbent of the so-called office 
of city censor? A. Chief of the licensing division. 
Q. Are you commonly known in the press and to the 
public as the city censor? A. I have been referred to as 
such, yes. 
Q. Are you co~nonly known to the public as such? A. 
I should presume so. Both of those titles are used. One is 
much shorter than the other. 
Q.. Mr. McNary, you went to see nrrhe Children's Hour" 
sometime last year or in 1934? A. I did not go to see t!The 
Children's Hour. 11 I was invited to go, and I told the person 
who invited .me that I thought I would have occasion to be over 
in New York on my own business sometime fairly soon, and at 
that time I would try to see the show. 
Q. When did you see the play, n~Phe Children's Hour", 
in New York? A. Just about a year ago in March, I believe. 
Q. At that time did you have the pleasure of meeting 
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Mr. Shumlin, whom you have heard testify here? A. No, I never 
met Mr. Shumlin. 
Q. So that Mr . Shumlin did not invite you to g o to 
see it? A. I received an invitation from a newspaper man pur-
porting to come from ~w . Shumlin, asking that the both of us 
go over and see the show and see if there were any eliminatio 
that I would recommend. I told him in the situation---
Mr. SCHWABACHER . I move to strike out the answer as 
obvious hearsay, and I ask that -che witness be iimited to 
whether or not he personally received fron1 Mr. Shumlin, per-
sonal ly , an invitation to see the play. 
A. I received no invitation directly from Nir. Shumlin. 
Q. I take it from what you have just said that you 
were the gue st of a newspaper man at the performance which 
you saw? A. No. Q. You were not? A. No. 
Q. Did you pay for your ticket? A. I did. 
Q. VVno reimbursed you if anybody did for the ticket? 
A. No one. 
Q. When you made these trips to New York who paid your 
expenses? A. On one of two occasions I paid my own expenses 
entirely, and on the othe r occasion, it was the annual con-
ference of motion picture people and f'or that the city reim-
bursed me. 
Q. Was it on the latter occasion that you saw "The 
Children's Hour? A. I am not positive because they came 
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within a week or two of each other. 
Q. When you have had occasion to go to New York to 
see a play with the end in view of making a report to your 
Mayor on that play, have you had any usual practice as to 
whether or not your city pays your expenses? A. I h ave never 
had any such occasion. 
Q. You h ave never seen any other p lay in New York 
which you have thereafter reported on to the Mayor? A. No. 
Q . So that ''The Children's Hour" is t he first instance 
in which you have seen a play a nd thereafter reported to the 
Mayor? A. I saw one in New York which the Mayor has since 
seen himself. 
Q. And on that play you have also g iven a report to 
the Mayor? A. I told him what I had seen, yes. 
Q. Summing up, then, these two plays, nThe Children's 
Hour"and this other, are the only two t hat you have seen and 
made a report on to the Mayor? A. There was another instance, 
I went to New York and at that time I saw a play, that was 
" Within the Gates", which c aused a somewhat similar controver-
sy. The play had already been discussed by the Mayor, and I 
believe h e had read the book. 
Q. Dld you also make a report to him on that play? 
A. No , they were all familiar with the play before I had oc-
casion t o come back. 
Q. Yes; now in the case of "The Children's Hour", 
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which you saw a year or so ag o, did you then make a report to 
the Ma y or on t he play? A. No. 
Q. Did you at a ny time after that have occasion to 
mak e a report to the May or on t h at play? A. Not a rep ort. 
I discussed it with him informally. 
Q. I won't quibble with your terminology, and I don't 
want you to quibble with mine. Tell me, please, the sub-
stance of the convers a tion you had with the Mayor in regard to 
the play, "The Children's Hour", which led to t h e Mayor making 
the public statement t h at he did make sometime in t he middle 
of December, 1935? A. The first instance I know of' that I 
ever discussed the matter with t h e Mayor was when a repr e sen-
tative of anothe r theatre came to Boston on a hurried air-
plane trip. 
Q. About when would you place that? A. I should t h ink 
that was in the fall, a year ago. 
Q. The fall of 1935? A • . The fall of 1934. 
Q. Over a year a g o? A. The play, you might be able 
to re£resh my memory on the time, concerned the matter of 
11 \!~aiting for Lefty", which got into some trouble with the po-
lice. A member of' the Little Theatre Group flew over that 
morning and wanted the story. 
Q. May I ask you whether you discussed with him "The 
Children's Hour"? A. In discussing that she d iscussed the 
play -- "Waiting for Lefty" was written by somebody who had 
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written a play which would in all probabi~ity get t h e Pulit-
zer prize. I said I thought "The Children's Hour" will g et 
t h e Pulitzer prize. She said someth:lng then that occasioned 
my making t h e statement to the Mayor, because she couldn't 
see the Mayor at the time as she :had to g o back. 
Q. What d ·id you say to the Mayor about "The Children's 
Hour" at that time when you had under discussion, direct dis-
cussion, " Waiting for Lefty"? A. I said that I had received 
this invitation from the newspaper man . 
Q. No, I mean about the play? A. That is what I said, 
that he said that the play might get the Pulitzer prize. 
Q. Is that all you told him about the play? A. He 
asked me the nature of the play. 
Q. Yes. A. I said it was identified with a theme 
which I think would get us into trouble. 
Q. What did you tell him the theme was? A. I told 
him it had been identified with the Lesbian theme. 
Q. Did you say anything further about it, a s to how 
that theme was treated? A. No . 
Q. Did he ask you whether there were any obscene 
gestures or indecent acting in the play? A. No . 
Q. Did you tell hil1 how much of the play was made up 
of references to .· Lesbianism or homosexuality? A,.' No. 
Q. Tell us, Mr. McNary, whether you observed one bit 
of ind·e:cen.t acting or obscene g estures in the play when you 
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witnessed it? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. I object to that. 
Wl!'. SCHWABACHER . I have a right to that clearly on 
the question of prejudgment. 
The COURT. Are you prepared to show that your pro-
duction was kept out through obscenity? I 
Mr. SCRWABACHER. We are prepared to s h ow that through 
the Mayor wh o is our next witness, I take it Your Honor means 
obscenity in the sense that it is · used here i n Boston, any-
thing connected with something such as homos exuality. 
Th e COlmT . I will allow t he question subject to y our 
connecting it. 
Mr . SULLIVAN . Al l righ t, sir. 
(Quest ion read. ) 
A. No. 
Q. Have you read the play? A. No. 
Q. Did you hear one line or one word of obscenity in 
that play or ·one indecency in that play when you witnes s ed it 
in New York ? A. I h eard one or t wo references to profanity, 
what we might term profanity, tha t might occasion some minor 
objection. 
Q. The minor objection tha t you now refer t o is t h e 
use pe r h a p s of the words "damn" or "hell 11 , which appeared 
once in the play, is that your recollection? A. The words I 
heard were "God damn 11 • 
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Q. That may be it. And that was the one thing that 
stuck in your mind as something objectionable in the play? 
A. No, I wasn't considering it from that angle. 
Q. Tell us what besides the possible profanity you 
found in this play as you witnessed it in New York that you 
considered indecent, obscene, or tending to corrupt the morals 
of anyone? A. I looked at it, and considered whether it in-
volved one certain issue. 
Q~ And what was that i s sue? A. An issue that involved 
our moral code. 
Q. You looked at it to see whether it involved any 
aspects of immorality? A. That might bring it before the 
Board of Censors. 
Q. Did you look at it to see whether the immorality, 
if any there was , was so presented as to be at t ractive to a.n 
audience or as to lead to trag~dy? 
.Mr. SULLIVAN . Objected to. 
Mr. SCHV'IABACHER . It all .~ goes to the manner in which 
this play was judged. 
The COURT . I will allow the question. 
(Question read.) 
A. I was not in a position to judg e the play at that 
time. I went more or less to satisfy myself as to what it was 
about. 
Q. Wben for the nex t time did you see the play? A. I 
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did not see the play a gain. 
Q. After this brief conversation at the instance of 
the producers of rt wai ting for Lefty", when you say you did 
mention the fact that "The Children's Hour'' was a runner-up 
for the Pulitzer prize, when for the next time did you discuss 
it with the Mayor?' A. I believe sometime after that he spoke 
to me in an informal. manner about the play that he had seen, 
and I said I had talked t o the managers in Boston informally 
and they thought there were two or three plays that were in 
New York at that time that would not come to Boston. 
Q. You tell us, please, and if you will be kind enough 
to limit your answer to what you said to the Mayor a b out the 
contents of "The Children's Hour" and what if any objections 
you or the Mayor of the City of Boston could have to that play 
coming to Boston? A. I made none at that time. 
Q. You made no such comment? A. No. 
Q. Take any later conversation that you had with the 
Mayor up to date, and tell us -- I will withdraw that. Tell 
us, please, what the report is that the Mayor says you made 
to him, is it in writing or oral? A. The report I made to 
the Mayor? 
Q. Yes? A. An oral report. 
Q. Now tell us the substance of that report and when 
you made it? A. I gave a synopsis of the play, a verbal syn-
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opsis of the p lay, as I remembered t he p lay . 
Q. You g ive me your verbal synopsis, if you will, as 
y ou g ave i t to t h e May or. A. I gave it in the presence of 
M:r. Mu n ro a nd Miss Hobbs. I said the play opened ·with a scene 
in a sch ool. That one of t h e characters i n the sch ool was an 
aunt of one of t h e teach ers, that she was an actress, a nd she 
was more or less bemoaning the fact that she was doing them a 
favor by being there, and that the other teachers felt dif-
fere n tly about i t, and one of the teachers told t h e oth er tea-
cher wh o was t h e neice that t h e y ought to discharg e her. 
Q. Is t h ere a nyth i ng immoral yet? A. At that t ime, 
the teacher, when it was brought to her by her neice, intima-
ted t hat there was some form of close rel a tion betwee n those 
two teachers of an improper character. 
Q. Did s h e say that there had been anything overt be-
tween them'? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. I object. 
Th e COURT. Let t h e witness give his synopsis. You 
have asked for it. 
Mr. SCHWABACHER. All right, sir. 
A. She did not say so. 
Q. Is t here anything immoral yet? 
Mr . SULLIVAN . Wait a minut e , now, may we have the 
first question answered, and may I suggest, sir, if you please, 
that t h ere is nothing in our s tatutes with r ega r d to the ex-
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pression "immoral". 
The. COURT . I appreciate that. 
A. (Continuing) There was something that satisfied 
my opinion that the play at this point was identified with 
t h is certain relation between the two women. 
Q. You mean there was a charge--- A. Made by the aunt. 
Q. That there was an unnatural affection between the 
t wo women? A. Yes. 
Q. Was it an open charge or a veiled charg e? A. I 
think it was sufficiently open enough. 
Q,. Will you proceed? A. At that time two of t he school 
children were outside the door and a pparently overhe a r d the 
convers a tion. Subsequently, one of the other children forced 
that information f rom the two g irls. 
Q.. What is that? A. Subsequently one of the other 
children forced that information from the two children who h ad 
been eavesdropping . Later, in the second act, I believe, the 
girl leaves school and g oes home to her grandmother. She ad-
vances numerous reasons why she does not want to return to 
school and all of them apparently fail to persuade the grand-
mother until s h e touches u pon this point of unnatural rela-
tions between the two girls. 
Q. Can you remember either the exact words or the 
substance of what s he told the grandmother on that point? A. 
No , because the girl whispered the information to the grand-
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mother. 
Q. In other words, at that point, there is absolutely 
nothing audible to the audience, is that right? A. Not in 
words or d ialogue. 
Q. Will you proceed? A. At that point I felt that 
the fact that there were only these two people on the stage, 
and it became necessary for one of the characters to whisper 
certain information to the other character, that it involved 
an issue. 
Q. That involved an issue which made it a proper sub-
ject for possible banning in Boston? A. Possibly. 
Q. You did not take offense at the whispering? A. 
Only to the fact that they resorted to whispering. 
Q. Well, it isn't against the law here in Boston to 
whisper on the stage, is it? A. No . 
Q. . What did you take offense at then, the need for 
whispering? A. The need for whispering . I won't say that I 
took ofi'ense. I had not reached the point where I considered 
this a matter of reporting it to the Mayor. This is merely as 
I saw this play for my own satisfaction. 
Q. Will you continue, then? This is ~ all ·t;ha t you 
reported t o the Mayor? A. This is the substance of what I 
told in t h e presence of ~ilr . Munro and Miss Hobbs in the Mayor's 
office. 
Q. Will you continue, please? A. I told h im, then, 
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that as a result of that the grandmother notified the mothers 
of some of the other pupils in the school and t hat as a re-
sult of that the pupils were withdrawn from the school; that 
the two teachers and the doctor came to the grandmother to 
ascertain the unexpected reason why these children were all 
leaving school and brought out the accusation or the s ubstance 
of the accusation thc t the grandchild had made to the grand-
mother. They denied that. The girl was brought in and she 
was cross-examined for a considerable time as to what she had 
seen, and what had happened, ru~d her story was broken down 
under cross-examination, and the case consumed considerable 
time in wh ich this matter was discussed. The evidence or lack 
of evidence and the failure of the child to present a credible 
story, or an effort to bring out the fact that this child was 
lying, almost all that dialogue concerned this , part i cular sub-
ject. 'rhen the other girl---
Q. It 9oncerned, didn't it, to be more accurate, so 
that the Court is not misled, the possibility of the child 
having spoken the · t ruth, and the possibi.Lity of' the child 
having ut t ered a falsehood on this particular subject? A. 
Yes, sir, on this particular subject. 
Q. Tbank you. A. Then another girl who was staying 
there that night was brought in, and because of the influence 
that this grandchild had ob tained over that girl she was made 
to corroborate her story sufficiently to fail to persuade the 
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grandmother to believe that t h e child's story was an absolute 
lie. Then one of the teachers, or both of them, threatened 
to bring action in court for libel. 
Q. Was it clear to you up to that point in the play 
that you as an adult in that audience, knew that there had 
been no relation between those two girls of unnatural affect-
ion? A. No, it was not clear. 
Q. That was not clear to you? A. No. 
Q. Thinking back on it, is it now clear to you? A. 
At that point, no. 
Q. Despite t h e fact that up to that p oint in t;h e 
story, one of the points which you have omitt ed, I believe, 
and a vital point, was that one of the school teachers was 
eng aged to be married within the next f ew weeks? A. Yes. 
Q. You still, as an adult member of that audience, had 
t h e impression t hat despite t he engagement, and they kissed 
every time they came on the stage, the boy and the .girl, the 
engaged p air, despite that showing of a f fection, you thought 
t hat was all: a bl.ind, and -chat t here was a n unnatur a:}. attract-
ion between the two school t eachers? A. I d idn't say I though 
that. You put it negatively. I wasn't sure that there wasn't 
any. 
Q. Now you are n ot sure or you weren'!t sure when- you 
witnessed the play? A. Answering that point, I felt for a 
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definite reason because of this you speak about, it developed, 
almost at the very end of the p lay, she brought out that the 
doctor himself was not par ticularly sure. He tried t o protest 
t hat h e was, but I felt because of' his relation in the play 
with those two girls at that late development it became neces-
sary for one of the girls to practically break off her en-
gagement with him, because of the fact that he himself was not 
sure there was no relation. I couldn't conceive why the audi-
ence should have certainty that no such relation existed. 
Q. You didn't see that the real implications in that 
play as a drama depended on doubt existing in the young doc-
tor 1 s mind which he called ·upon her in one word to destrcy and 
that that one word destroyed that relationsh ip between that 
couple? A. Certainly I saw that. 
Q. You didn't see that the whole play was built up for 
just that one dramatic moment where that g irl lost the man she 
loved? A. You ask me if the audience would feel that way? 
Q. You were a member of the audience? A. Yes. 
Q. I am asking you as a member of the audience whether 
that was not the clear meaning of the play? A. No. 
Q. Will you proceed? A. As a result of that, the 
engag ement apparently was broken. Subsequently, one of the 
other girls, the girl who was accused apparently of having 
this desire to break off the engag ement between the doctor and 
' 
the other g irl, because of possible affection for this g irl, 
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made what to my mind was somewhat a declaration of the fact 
that she always felt that she was different from most girls 
and that she felt this attachment for this g irl and the girl 
seemed very much perturbed about it, with the result that the 
girl who felt she was somewhat different left the room and 
committed suicide. 
Q. Is that the substance of what you told the Mayor? 
A. That, I believe, in substance, was my synopsis of the play. 
Q. And you say Miss Hobbs was present with you and 
NIT'. Niunro at the time when you made this statement that has 
taken you 10 minutes, to the Mayor? A. Yes, they were pre-
sent. 
Q. What is it? A. T~ey were present. 
Q. Was there any discussion by Miss Hobbs or anybody 
else as to the obscenity or indecency of the play? A. I 
don't recall that. 
Q. Is it your position, then, that any play which 
however remotely deals with the theme of homosexuality or 
Lesbianism, is a proper subject to ban in Boston? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. I pray Your Honor's judgment. 
The COURT. Objection sustained. 
Q. Do you distinguish, Mr. McNary, between the dif-
ferent types of immorality? 
IvU> • S ULLIV Jo~.N. I object • 
The COURT. Objection sustained. 
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Q. In your opinion, W~. McNary, when you are acting 
as the censor informally, it is true, but practically almost 
conclusively, of the City of Boston, in your opinion is it 
more or less immoral to kill, than it is to be guilty of some 
sexual aberration? 
Ilir. SULLIVAN. I object. 
The COURT. Objection sustained. 
Q. Did you report in substance, then, to the Mayor, 
that it was your thought that it was inadvisable that the 
play be opened here? A. He asked me a question. 
him. 
Q. He asked you a question? A. Yes. 
Q. To that effect? A. Yes. 
Q. And what did you answer? A. I said I agreed with 
Q. Did you feel that the play was indecent? 
Mr. SULLI VAN. I object. 
Q. Was it your opinion that the play was indecent? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. I object. 
The COURT. I think the objection ought to be sustain-
ed. It has been testified that the reason he objected to it 
was because the Lesbian theme was worked into it. 
The WITNESS. Because I felt that was an automatic 
subject to create controversy which ought to be brought before 
the Board of Censors. 
Q. You do recall, I believe, don't you, that at the 
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end of the play the little girl who had made the charges as 
you related them, admitted that it was a total falsehood, and 
that she had never observed directly or indirectly anything 
remotely improper between those two school teachers? A. I 
believe that was brought out at the end of the play. 
Q. You don't recall that? A. Not exactly as coming 
from the girl. 
Q. Don't you r ecall that the grandmother--- A. Don't 
I recall that the grandmother---
Q. Don't you recall that the grandmother after the 
suicide of one of the school teachers comes in and on her 
knees begs for forg iveness for having believed the falsehood? 
A. 'l'hat is the grandmother, yes. 
Q. Didn't you gather that if she says she wants for-
giveness for be l ieving a falsehood, that t he child had admit-
ted that she told a falsehood? A. Yes, the grandmother. You 
asked me if the child did. 
Q. So that it becomes perfectly clear before that cur-
tain drops that every sadness and every pain that attends the 
lives of t hose two school teachers from the time that curtain 
goes up to the time it drops was caused by the malicious lie 
of that little girl? A. That is my impression. 
Q. Did you have any complaints last summer or autumn 
with reference to the performances which were then being g iven 
at the Park Theatre? 
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N~. SULLIVAN . I object. 
The COURT. Objection sustained. 
Mr. SCHWABACHER . If you please, I will just advert 
to this for a minute---one of the contentions of the plain-
tiff here which will be developed by my associate, w~. Hill, 
is that we have been deprived of equal protection of your 
laws, both Federal and state, guaranteed to us under the Con-
stitution. We will show that the performances which were 
taking place at the Park Theatre and at the Old Howard were 
the subject of complaint, were carefully passed upon, and 
were whitewashed, whereas ours, in our opinion, was treated 
in a most arbitrary and informal manner resulting in the ban 
which we think is entirely unjustified. 
The COURT. Those shows were here. You did not choose 
to come here. 
Mr. SCHWABACHER. We did not choose to come here, but 
I would like to have Your Honor g o out with me and try to get 
a theatre. When you realize that next August the Mayor alone 
has the power to grant a license to a theatre, you must rea-
lize that as a practical. matter, as Your Honor stated this 
morning , when the Mayor says, "I am unalterably opposedn, it 
is suicide for the owner of the theatre to bring the play in, 
financial suicide. 
Mr. SULLIVAN . That must have been what the Leg isla-
ture intended. 
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The COURT. Objection sustained. 
Q. May I ask you also whether you received complaints 
during the summer or autumn of 1935 with reference to the per-
formances which were then being performed in the Old Howard 
Theatre here in Boston? 
Mr. SULLIVAN. Objected to. 
The COURT. Objection sustained. 
Q. Was there any action ever taken with reference to 
revoking the license of the Park Theatre or the Old Howard? 
A. Yes. 
Q. In the last summer or in the autumn of 1935? 
1\tlr. SULLIVAN. I object. 
The COURT. Objection sustained. 
(Cross-examination by r~. Sullivan followed.) 
Mayor Mansfield testified that he thought it inadvis-
able that this play should be produced in Boston because it 
violated paragraphs one and eight issued under Chapter 348 of 
the Special Acts of 1915. 'rhese regulations are: l. "Dia-
logues, gestures, songs (especially parodies), langua g e or 
conversation of any kind, which are directly or by double 
meaning obscene or lascivious, and anything to suggest sexual 
relation." 8. "'rhe portrayal of a moral pervert or sex de-
generate." 
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'rhe fol l owing is h is op inion of the play: 
"It sh owed moral perversion, an unnatural affection of 
two women for each oth er and there were lascivious sounds re-
ferr e d to, and there was one place where one of the women 
said, or spoke about these people kissing each other as no 
women should k iss another, and thing s of that kind wl1ich were 
suggestive, a nd that is merely from reading the play. I don 't 
know how it would be to see it. Perh~ps it might be worse. 
The mayor testified that he had not seen the play, nor 
had he read it until a copy of the playbook was filed by the 
plaintiff when it filed its bill. Previous to that he only 
had the oral report of Mr. Mc Nary to g o on. He had not read 
any of t h e critical reviews of the play. 
He could not t h ink of one instance where, after he had 
given an opinion adverse to a play being b ooked, the theatre 
owner had neve r t h eless had the nerve to book it in Boston. 
In the closing moments of his testimony the mayor 
brought up the question of the title: 
Mayor: There is one t h i ng I was g oing to mention, and 
that is t h e name of the play. May I do that? 
Q. Yes, please. A. That is a misleading name, and 
several of the letters I have received were from women who had 
brought little children in there at Christmas time, thinking 
they were g oing to see a children's play, and who came away 
pretty dis gusted with it. 
Q. Did Your Honor ever hear of irony? 
A. Irony? 
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Q.. Yes. 
A. Why, yes, of course I've heard of it. 
Q. And knowing the contents of the play, as you do 
now, do you think it is a well-chosen title to convey an iron-
ical meaning? 
A. No, I don't think anything of the kind. 
Mr. SULLIVAN: No questions. 
The facts brought out in the testimony of these wit-
nesses was of such a nature as to g ive the manager of the 
Shubert Theatre grounds for action. Unfortunately, however, 
the Shubert faction was not pleading the case. Consequently, 
the prayers in the plaintiff's petition were denied, and 
judgment entered for the defendants. The court ruled: 
It is but a remote and anticipated injury that the 
plaintiff seeks to avoid. Obviously the Mayor could not bind 
the board on such a question ••• so far as this court is in-
formed, there is nothing to stop the plaintiff from bringing 
its show to Boston, and producing it here. That the license 
of the theatre under which it produces the show may later be 
subject to revocation cannot be construed as a possible in-
jury to this complainant. 
Mr. Hill, attorney for the plaintiff, expressed his 
opinion as to ttthe curious unreality of my brother Sullivan's 
argument". 
It was all based on the legal fiction that there was 
a freedom ro~ the producers of this play to bring it here and 
have it acted, whereas the actual fact is that the conduct of 
the Mayor and the Mayor's office has absolutely debarred us 
from getting any place i n wh ich the play could be produced. 
That is the actual fact, and to deny relief in this case, it 
is necessary for the courts to depart entirely from t h e real 
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situation in which we find ourselves, and assume a world which 
has no more relation to reality than Alice Through the Looking 
Glass to the facts of life. 
So I think in the final analysis we come down to this I 
fact, that under the law of 1915 the Mayor had the power with-
out the responsibility; the actual power to prohibit any play 
without the responsibility of being required to account for 
h is action in s o doing . We see the rrsuggestions" of the Mayor 
regarded as law by the theatre managers. With all due res-
pect .for the court's decision in the case of 11 The Children's 
Hour", the argument of Mr. Hill would seem to merit consider-
able credence. 
In comparing the act of 1936 with the above-mentioned 
act of 1915 (see appendix) we find very little to guarantee 
a remedy for the 11unrealitiesn of Boston censorship. But we 
will g o into this in more detail in the concluding chapter. 
Chapter III 
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THE SUNDAY CENSOR 
During the reig n of Boston's city censor, John Casey, 
Cornelia Skinner, the monologue artist cam~ here for an en-
gagement. Since it included a request to play on Sunday, 
Casey sent her application along to the Department of Public 
Safety. The Department sent the application back with changes 
in Miss Skinner's dialogue considered necessary for a Sunday 
engagement. So she was oblig ed to speak different lines on 
Sunday than on weekdays. 39 
Sunday performances come under a separate department of 
the state. At the present time John F . Stokes heads this ~i-
censing division of Massachusetts. It is his cus t om to see a 
show in the early part of the week. If he the n discovers ac-
tion or dialogue which he thinks violates the moral taste he 
advises the manager to make certain deletions in order to get 
a Sunday license. 
State Sunday censorship is not of too great moment in 
Boston's leg itimate theatres, inasmuch as performances are 
rarely held on Sunday . The tributary groups do hold Sunday 
performances but they have run into no difficulty with the 
Sunday censor s. The R.K.O. Keith, which houses vaudeville 
acts regularly is, of course, closely censored. The following 
notice, f rom the files of the Licensing Commissioner, is an 
example of the censoring procedure: 
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THE COMMONWEAL'IR OF lVlASSACHUSET'l'S 
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY 
Bureau of Sunday Censorship 
1010 Commonwealth Ave., Boston 15 
September 16, 1949 
OFFICIAL WEEKLY BULLETIN 
OF NO. 51 
SUNDAY VAUDEVILLE 
In accordance with the provisions of Chapter 136, Section 4, 
of the Ge.neral Laws, the following vaudeville acts have been 
reviewed for exhibition on the Lord's Day: 
APPROVED 
HELENE AND HOWARD 
JACK PmfELL 
NELSON SISTERS 
RAY NOBLE 
TONY & SALLY De1¥1ARCO 
VIC & ADIO 
WALT£R DARE WAHL & CO. 
YVETTE 
DISAPPROVED IN PRESENT FORM 
If the recommended modifications are made to conform with 
the regulations governing the approval of entertainments to 
be held on the Lord's Day and a written statement to that ef-
fect is forwarded to the Bureau of Sunday Censorship, the 
following acts will be permitted to exhibit on Sunday until 
further notice: 
EDGAR BERGEN & CO. (Elim: word, "Hell"). 
PAT PATRICK (Elim: Al.L objectionable and suggestive dialogue) 
P. 
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(Elim: All objectionable and suggestive 
actions and dialogue). 
JOHN F'. STOKES 
COMMISSIONER 
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~ben an entertainer violates any of the regulations of 
the commission the fact is noted on his card in the office 
files. In this way t h e commission can keep a constant tab on 
all prospective Sunday performers. 
As to the intriguing question regard ing Boston's double 
standard of censorship, I a m forced to admit it is entirely be 
yond my ken. I do know that \i~'al ter Milliken, Boston's censor, 
visits the Old Howard each week to check on performances. But 
the reason for the apparent leniency of censorship on burlesq 
as opposed to the le g itimate stag e - that remains an enigma. 
The latest a r ticle on the subject appears in the March 
1 4 , 1950 issue of "The Reporter". The author, Charles W. 
Morton, an associate editor of "The Atlantic", used up t wo ful 
pages in saying practically nothing about "The Censor's Double 
Standard". It is his contention that "The censorship issue 
offers an easy means of exasperating the Yankee and keeping 
him in his place." He suggests that political palm-greasing 
plays no little part in keeping burlesque alive, but unfortu-
nately he f ails to back up h i s sugg estions with fact. Mr. 
Morton's statements are typical of the type of conjecture one 
runs into when seeking information on this subject. 
Eventually, it seems to me, Boston censorship evolves 
itself into a political tapestry of one dull, dead pattern -
burlesque is legitimate, serious drama is unholy , the theatre 
is a business, t he Mayor controls it, and you can't fi ght City 
Hall. 
Conclusion 
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The mills of the gods grind slowly •••••• 
Judging from the changes in social mores, both in fash-
ion and culture, that have taken place in America over the 
centuries we might conclude that the code of decency of an age 
springs directly from the people .of that age. Taking prohi-
bition days as an example, we might also conclude that the law 
tends to lag behind the times. Furthermore, it would seem 
that lawB are far harder to get rid of than to acquire. 
After the plaintiffs in the case of "The Ch ildren's 
Hour" were defeated ih their attempt to prove the licensing 
law of 1915 unconstitutional, a citizens' committee went to 
work and had the law amended. A member of the art commission 
was now included in the censoring board, and no play could be 
banned without a public hearing. This law, passed in 1936, 
is still in effect today. The code of regulations g overning 
theatres is also in effect, and h erein lies our problem. 
Certainly there must be some guiding hand to protect the 
morals of those people who, through ignorance or whatever else 
are adjudg ed incapable of protecting themselves. There is a 
definite need for certain regulations to shield these people 
from immorality. But the dividing line between What is mor-
ally right and what is morally wrong is very thin. The cleric 
tends to be more morally strict than does the layman. Conse-
quently, opposing pressures are constantly exerted on the 
censoring authorities. And as the censoring body is essen-
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tially a political entity, the pressure backed by the greatest 
potential voting power is more likely to be recognized. 
Two solutions now suggest themselves, either take the 
censoring power out of the hands of politicians, or increase 
the anti-censorship pressure. The former course could only 
be pursued if someone else were pursuaded to accept the res-
ponsibility of acting as censor. It is questionable wl1o this 
someone might be, but, if our aim is to improve the situation, 
we should have to be assured that he is partisan to neither 
pressure group; we must be entirely impartial. 'rhis is a tall 
order. 
The latter antidote - increase the anti-censorship pres-
sure - holds little hope of fulfillment. For, although the 
theatre managers would like nothing better than to storm the 
licensing jail, they nevertheless realize that at least one 
of them is going to be shot by the sheriff guarding the door. 
It would be necessary, therefore, to recruit a martyr. 
In the final analysis the people themselves are the de-
ciding factors. If they want a change in law bad enough they 
will get it. History, I believe, will evidence this fact. 
APPEND I X 
APPEND I X A 
LAWS GOVI<8NING 
THE LICENSING OF THEATIUCALS 
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The early a cts of parliament for regul at ion of pl ay-
houses were I Eliz. c. 2 s. 22 , to impose a penal ty of c)s . 6d 
for act i ng on a Sunday; t he 39 Eliz . c . 4 , to punish all pl ay -
ers as r ogues and vagabonds who di ci no t belong to the company 
of a baron, or some other honorable personage of h i gh degree; 
the 3 J ames I . c . 81, to r es train the abus es of pl ayers , and 
t o inflict a penal ty of a hundr ed mark.s on any person repre -
s e nting a pl ay derogatory to the Book of Common Prayer; the I 
Charles I. c . l, to impose a fine of 10 pounds fo r profane 
je s ting; the ;::;3 Char l es I. c . 93 , to empov.'er t he Lord Jt.ayor , 
etc . to enter houses where plays were b eing c:tcted , ?.nd to talce 
into custody and commi t a ll performer s found ther ein t o the 
ses sions for trial ; a nd cap . 106 of t h e same year, to pres cribe 
the punishment of pub licly ~hipping all strolling pl ayers in 
the market place of a ny town, to demolish the seats and benches 
of any playhouse , and fine the spectators 5s . each , t o be 
forfeited t o t he churchvrardens of t he poor ; the l~ Anne , s . 2 , 
c. ~3 , f or the consolida tion of t he vagrant laws; the 10 
George I I. c . 1 9 , prohibiting stage-pl ayers from a c t ing with-
in five miles of either the university of Oxford or Cambridg e, 
and ca p . 28 of the same year, (commonly called Sir Hobert 
'Nalpole ' s Act,) for the more effectua l puni shment of persons 
a cting who had no t a settlement , or who act ed vvi thout authori ty 
from Lord Chamber l ain. 
- G~~ -
~8 Geo. III. c. 30 (1788), may be termed the first 
public statute which gave to actors the indiscriminate right 
to follo'JI! their calling, without the restrict ions of former 
acts. This act was designed nto enable justices of the peace 
to license theatrical representations occas:Lonally, under the 
restrictions therein contained.n 
such is the substance of the Eng l ish law that existed a t 
the time Boston ' s first censorship l aw came into being in 
1 306 . 
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An Act for preventing Publ ic Stage Plays, Interludes , 
and other Theatrical Entertainment s , in certain cases. 
Sec t . 1. Be it so enacted by the Senate and House 
of Representatives , in General Court assemb l ed , and by the 
authority of same , That , if any person or per sons shall here -
after erect or build eny house or other bui l ding for the pur -
pose of having the same used or improved for act ing or carry-
ing on any stage play , interlude, or other theatrica.l enter -
t ail1rrlent , in any county within this Commonwea l th , vri thout the 
license of the Court of General Sess ions of the Peace for such 
countf fir st ob t a ined , upon the approba tion of the selectmen 
of the town in rvhich the same be intended , he shall forfeit and 
pay a sum not exceedi ng two thousand dollars , for each and 
every offence, to be recovered by indictment before the Supreme 
J-udicia l Court, holden within and for the county in which s uch 
off ence shall be committed , to the use of the Commonwealth . 
Sect . ~ . Be it further enacted , t hat if any person 
or persons shal l her eafter, i n any county •N i thin this Common-
wea l th, for profit , gain, or other valuable consideration, let 
to hire any house or other building , or suffer any house or 
other building , in his or their possess i on, t o be used or im-
proved for acting , or carrying on for profi t , gain or valuab l e 
consideration, any stage pl ay , interlude , or ot her theatrical 
entertainment , without the lic ense of the Court of Genera l 
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Sessions of the Peace for such coQnty first obtained , upon the 
approbation of the sel ectmen of the town in which the s ame be 
intended, he or they shall forfeit a sum not exceeding five 
hundred dollars , for each a nd every time such house or build-
i ng shall be so let to hire , or suff ered so to be used or im-
prov ed; t o be r e covered by indictment before the .Supreme 
Judicial Court for the County in which such offence shall b e 
committed , to t he us e of the Commonwealth . 
Sect. 3 . Be it further enacted , that if any person 
or persons shall hereafter , in any county •.nri thin the Common-
wea l th , act or carry on, or ass ist in acting or carrying on, 
for prof it, gain or valuab l e considerat i on, a ny stage pl ay , 
interl ude , or other theatrical entertainment , in a ny house or 1 . 
building , or other pl a ce , v;ri thout the lic ense of the Court of 
Genera l Sessions of the Peace for such county first obtained , 
upon the approbat ion of the sel ectmen of the town in which the 
same b e intended , he or they shall f orfe i t and pay a sum not 
exceeding four hundred dolla r s , t o b e recovered by i ndictment 
bef ore the Supreme Judicia l Court , holden fo r t he county in 
which s uch offence shall be committed , t o the use of this 
Commonwealth. 
Sect . Ll . Be it further enacted , That such l icenses 
shal l continue and b e in force , for the ter m of one year Lcom 
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the time of granting the same , and no longer , and upon the 
approbation of the selectmen of the town for the time being , 
may be annually renewed by the Court of General Sessions of 
the Peace for such county. 
Sect . 5 . Be it further enacted, That this Act 
shall be in force from and after the first day of June next , 
and not before . (March 13, 1806 . ) 
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An Act to restrain Public Shmvs and Theatr i cal E:x_hibi tions 
Sect . 1. Fe i t e:ne.c ted by the Senate and House of 
Representatives , in General Court assemb l ed , and by the auth-
ority of the same , That from and after the passing of this 
act , the sel ectmen of eac'11 town in this Commonwealth , shall 
have power to l icense all t h ee.trical exhib i tions , and al l 
pub lic shows , and all exhibitions of whatever name or nature , 
to which admis s ion is obtained or payment of money , on such 
terms and conditions as to them may appear just and reasonab l e 
and to regulate the same from time to ti e , in such manner 
as to t hem may appear neces sary to preserv e order and decorum, 
and t o pr event the interrupt ion of -peace and quiet . And any 
person or persons who shall se t forth , es tabli sh or promote 
any such exhi b i tion or show, or publ ish or advertise the same , 
or other wis e aid or ass ist therein, without ~ licens e so ob -
ta i ned as aforesaid , or contrary to the terms or conditions of 
such license , or whil st the same is suspended , or after the 
same is r evoked by said sel ectmen, and notice given, shall 
forfeit and pay a sum not exceeding t wo hundred dol l ars , to b e 
recovered by indictment before the Supr eme Judicia l Court , or 
t h e Court of Common Pleas for the county in which such ofrence 
ahall be committed , to the use of this Commonwealth . 
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Sect . 2 . Be it further enacted , That it shall be 
wi thin the power , and it shall be the duty of each and 
every of the justices of the peace within their respectiv e 
counties , upon complaint made to any of them upon oath, 
this act within the county in which such .justice is com-
missioned , to cause such person or persons to be stayed or 
arrested , and to bind him or t hem to appear at the next 
Supreme Judicial Court , OI' Court of Common Pleas, to be held 
within and for the same county , a_ t the discretion of the 
justice, and also to require such person or persons to find 
sureties for the keeping of the peace , and being of good 
behaviour until the sitting of the court, before y,rhich he 
is to ap-pear , and commit such per s on or ~oer sons as shall 
refus e or neg l ect to recognize and find such surety or 
su~"eties . 
Sect . ?; • Be it further enacted , That no lic ense 
for any shov'.' or exhibition shall continue a:nd be in for c e 
for a longer term than the time for which such sel ectmen 
shall have been e l ected to office . And a ll monies Ythich 
shall b e received for such l icenses , (if any ,) shall be 
appropria ted for the benefit of the poor of the town, in 
which such licenses shall be granted . 
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Sect . 4 . Be it further ena cted , That the a. ct 
entitled nAn .A ct for prevent i ng Public Stage Plays , Inter -
lude s , .s..nd other the.s..t r ical entertainments in certain ca.ses ,n 
passed on the thirteenth of March , one thousand eight hundred 
and six , be a nd the same hereby is repealed . 
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Sect . l. The mayor and a l dermen of any city , or 
the sel ec t men of any tovv-n , may license a ll theatr ica l ex-
hibitions , pulJlic shows , pub lic amusements , end exhibit ions 
of every descr i pt i on, to i.Yh ich admis s ion is obtained upon 
pe..yment of mo ney , or the deli very- of any valuable thing , 
or by an::1 ticltet , or voucher obtained. for money , or any 
valuable t hing , u pon such ter ms a1id c ond i t ions a s they shall 
thinl:\: re&s onab le; and they may revoke or suspend the same 
;vh enever there shal l a_ppear to them to be sufficient cause 
f or such rev ocation or suspens i on. 
Sect . 2 .• 
l . \ a lcense . ; 
Sect . 3 . 
(Penal ty for exhib iting, etc ., vri thout 
( Penal ty for getting u p , promot ing , 
etc ., masked bal ls , e tc . ) (T·/Iay 2 , 1 849 .) 
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LAVJ F:ELATIVE TO THE OBSEEVA ~'TCE OF THE LORD t S DAY 
Genera l Laws , Chapter L 3S , (As amended) . 
Sect . l. The Lordts Day shall include the time 
from mid:n.ight to midnight . 
Sect . 2 . v:rnoever on t he Lord ' s Day is present a t 
a game, s port, p l a y or pu blic d i version, except a concert of 
sacred. mus ic , a pub lic entertainment dul y license d as pro -
v i d ed in section £our or a fre e ope n a ir cuncert g i ven a 
town, or by license of the mayor or the sele ctmen , u pon 
a common or pub lic park , stre e t or s quare or ex cept a game 
of golf conducted on G. n o pen a ir golf course other -cn a n a 
mi nia ture golf cours e , so called , or ex cept a ga me of tennis 
or dancing a t a we dd i ng i f no charge i s made for be ing 
present or for dancing , .sha ll b e punished by a fine of not 
more than five dollars. Whoever on the Lord t s Day tak es 
part in a ny game , sport , pl ay or public d i ver s ion, ex.c ep t 
as a foresaid , shall b e puni s h ed by a fine of not more than 
fifty d ollars . This and the follovtiP_g section s h a ll not 
t=r oply- t o amusement enterprises l a wfully conducted under 
section four A or four B or to s ): ort.s or games conducted · in 
accordance wi t h sections t wenty- one to t wenty- f i v e , inc l u -
siv e, in an,/ c i ty or tov~n v1!hich accepts said. se c t ions 
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t wenty- six to thirty-two are then in force . 
Sect. 3 . V'thoever offers to vie'.:~' , sets up , es -
t ablishes , maintains , or attempts to set u p , establi sh or 
maintain, or promote s or ass ists in such attempt , or IJro -
motes , or aids , abets or participates in offering to v iew, 
setting up , establishing or maintainil~ arry public enter -
taiP.ment on the Lord's Day , ez c ept a cone ert of sa.cred 
music, or a free open a ir concert g i ven as provided in the 
preceding sec t ion, unless such pub l ic entertaiP.ment shall 
b e in keeping with the chara cter of the day and not in-
consistent with its due observance and dul y lic ens ed as 
provided in the followi ng section, or v1rhoever on the Lord 1 s 
DeS a cts as proprietor , manager or per!:.on in charge of a 
game , sport , pl ay or public di vers ion, except a public 
entertainrnent licensed under the fo l lowing section, a 
concert of sa creel music , or a free open a.ir concert g i v en 
a s aforesaid , shall be punished by a fine of not more than 
fi ve hQ~dred dollars . 
Sect . 4 . Except as provided i n section one hun-
dred and five of chapter one hundred and forty - nine , the 
mayor of a city or the sel ectmen of a town may , upon written 
a pplication describing the proposed entertainment , grant , 
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upon such terms or conditions as they may prescribe , a license 
to hold on the Lord t s Day a public e ntertainment , inc l uding 
musical entertainment provi ded by me chanica l or el ectrical 
means , in keeping vd th the character of the day and not in-
consis t ent with it s due observanc e , whether or not admiss ion 
is to be obtained upon payment of money or other val uab l e 
consideration; provided , t ha t no such lic ense shall be granted 
to have effect befor e one o t clock i n the af ternoon, nor shall 
i t have effect unles s the propos ed entertainment shall , upon 
applicati on accompanied by a fee of t wo dollars, hav e been 
a pproved in ·writing by the commi ss ioner of public safety as 
-o ein in keeping vd th the character of the day and not i n-
consistent with its due observanc e . Any such license may , 
c:dter notice and a hearing given by the mayor or selec tmen 
is suing t he same , or by said commissioner, b e suspended , 
revoked or an..Ylul l ed by the officer or board gi ving the hearing . 
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An Act to Regul a_ te the Obser vanc e of t he Lorcl t s Day 
Cl .L .·-:· 
ue C L.. . D . Sect i o n on e hundred and fj_f teen of 
chapt e r one hundred. and. t wo of t h e Pub l i c Statutes is hereby 
a.rnended by adding at the end thereof the words :--provided , 
however , that they shal l not g r ant a lic ense for any such 
theatr i cal exhibition, pub lic shows , public a.musements o r 
eY.hi b]_tions of any ctescript i on whc:.t soever to be hel d u pon the 
Lord ' s ciay ,--so a s to read as f o l lows : --
Sec t • . 115 . 'l'he mayor and a l der men of a city or 
the selectmen of a town may except as prov ided in section 
nine of chapter forty- e i ght , license t h eatri c a l exhib i t i ons , 
pub l ic shovv- s , pub lic amusements , and eYJlibit i ons of every 
des cript i on, t o V;ihich admi ssion is obta i ned upon lJay-ment of 
money or the delivery of any val uab l e thin§:; , or by a ticket 
or voucher obtained for mon ey or a.ny val uab l e thing , upon 
s u ch terms and conc'li tions as they seem reasonab l e; an.d they 
mc:q revoke or suspend the same at their pleasure : p rovided , 
hov ever , that they shall n o t gr ant a l icense for any such 
thea tr i ca l exhibitions , pub li c s h mvs , pu:oli c amusements or 
exhi b itions of any d es cription wh a t s oever t o be held u pon the 
Lord t s day . 
Approved May ;;:.s , l3S~) . 
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Acts - 1~08 . - Chap . 484 
An Act Rela tive to the Licensing of Theatrical Exhibitions, 
Public Shows and Pub l ic Amusements in the City of Boston . 
Be it enacted , etc., as follows : 
Sect . 1 . The mayor of Boston, except as provi ded 
in s ection forty - six of chapter one hundred and s i x of the 
Revised Lavi s, shall grant a l icense for theatrica l exhibi -
tions, public shows , public amusements a nd exhib itions of 
every description, to vhich admis s ion is obtained upon pay-
ment of money or upon t he delivery of any valuable t hing , or 
by a ticket or vouch er obtained for money or any valuab l e 
thing , u pon such terms and condi t ions as he de ems rea s onable, 
b u t there shall no t be charged a fee exce E-:d i ng one hundred 
dollars for such license -vvhen this entertaim,~ ent , exhi bition 
or show is gi ven in a bu ilding licens ed a s a t heatre. A 
license to b e exercised in a buildi ng l icensed as a theatre 
shall !) e f or a theatri ca l season and shall expire on t he 
first day of August of ea ch year . 
s ·:.: c t . 2 . If at any time under a license grant ed 
hereunder there shall be given a thea trical e:>::hibi tion, a ny 
part of v\rhich , in the opi nion of b oth the mayor and the 
police commiss i oner of Boston, i s obsc ene or i mmoral or tends 
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to i nj ure the morals of the communi t y a nd is not eliminc:. ted 
a t t he request of the mayor, t hen he may. suspend the l icense 
for such particular repr esentation . 
Sect . 3 . All a c t s and parts of a c ts inconsistent 
her ewi th a re hereby repea l ed . 
Sect . 4 . This act shall take effect on the first 
day of August in the year nineteen hundred and eight . 
Approved May 5, 1 308 . 
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Special Acts , 1915 - Chap . 348 
.An Act Relative to Revoking and suspendin_g Licenses for 
Theatrical and like Exhibitions in t he City of Boston . 
Be it enacted , etc ., as fol l ows : 
Sect . l . Section one of chapter four hLL~dr ed and 
nine ty- four of the a cts of the .tear nineteen hundred and 
eight is hereby amended by adding at t he end thereof the 
words : The mayor a nd the pol ice commis s ioner of Boston 
and t he ch ief jus tice of the municipa l court of the city of 
Boston, by a majority vote , may revoke or suspend a ny such 
license a t their plea sure. 
Sect . 2 . Section t wo of chapter four hundr ed and 
ninety-four of the acts of t he yea r nineteen hundred a nd 
eight is hereby repeal ed . 
Sect . 3 . This act shall take eff ect upon i ts 
pas s a ge. 
Approved Hay 21 , 1 9:!_;:):,. 
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Acts 1 S~3 , Chapter 340 
An a ct relative to the revocation and suspension of 
licerlSes for theatrica l a nd l ike ex:hib i tions in the city of 
Boston. Be it enacted, etc ., as follows : 
Section one of chapter four hundr ed and ninety - four 
of the a cts of nineteen hundred and eight, as amended by sec-
t ion one of chapter t hree hundred and forty- eight of t he 
Specia l Act s of ni neteen hundred and fifteen, is h ereby f urther 
amended by striking out the l as t sentence and ins erting in 
pl a ce thereof, t he following : 
The mayor and the police commis s ioner of Bos ton and 
a member of the art commis s i on of sa id city to be des i gnated 
annually in J a nuary by the member s thereof, shall be a board 
with authority by a ma jori t y vote t o sus pend or revoke any 
such license a t pleasur e , but subject to the following provi-
sions. No such license shall be revoked or suspended , 1Ni thout 
a hearing , on any ground having t o do wi th public morality or 
de cency , except that such a license may be so suspended on 
such a ground for no mor e tha n three clays , if a t, or before 
the time of ordering such sus pension the board orders tha.t a 
hearir!€.; be held by i t , vvi t hin such t hree days , u pon the 
que stion of revoking or further suspending such license; 
I 
I 
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provided , that if the holder of such a license , dur i ng the 
period J f its suspension, gives a ny exhibition, shov.r or 
amusement contrary to the terms of such a suspension, such 
license may be revolced or further suspended by the board 
without a hearing. Not ice of any such suspension or r evoca-
tion, and notice of a hearing under this section, shall be 
given to the licensee . Notic e of such a hearing shall a lso be 
given to any person V{ho has complained in writing to the board 
a,sainst the exhibition, shovJ or amusement on any such ground 
as is hereinbefore des cribed , and to any other person v.rhom the 
board deems interested. 
.l\..pproved June l l , l SZ<i. 
APPEHDIX B 
A CODE 
OF REGULAT I OES FOR 
THEATRES 
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Your attention is called to the followill_g regula-
tions a pply-ing to features of pub lic amusements ~;~•hich ~_nrill not 
b e- permitted in the City of Boston, a nd are issued by me under 
authority of Chapter 3~8 of the Acts of 1Sl 5 . 
Holders of licenses will instruct stags managers or 
others in charge of performances to strictly enforce all these 
regulations : 
l. All performances shall be confined entirely to 
the sta?;e of the theatre, or place of amusement, and no female 
artist will b e permitted to leave the stage and mingle with 
the audience either in aisles , seats or boxes . Exception t o 
this rule only permitted by order of the Mayor to legerdemain 
acts. 
2 . Viearing of one-piece union suits by females , 
where the same is vmrn sim-ply to display the female figure , 
as in living pictures . 
3 . Portrayal of a moral pervert or sex degenerate . 
4 . Muscle danc es , known as nhoocpyr: and Hapacheu 
dances. 
5 . No performer of either sex shall portray a 
"dope fiend" wherein the a ct of taking a hypodermic injection, 
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the inhaling of or the eating of dope; or the use in any 
ma nner of dope intended to show the effect of the drug on a 
human being. 
3 . It should be the aim of the management of pla ce s 
of amusement to see that indecent suggestions and vul garity 
are eliminated. from the performances , and bear in mind that 
the substantia l element of the communi ty want cl ean perfor -
mances. 
James M. Curley 
Mayor 
.• ·~ 1 
~, 
' !' 
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APPENDIX C 
SWORN AFFIDAVITS 
PRESENTED .AS EXHIBITS 
IN THE CASE· OF 
"ThE CHI LDREN ' S HOlJR11 
DISTRICT CODhT OF THE UNITED STATES, 
DISTRICT OF MASSACHUSETTS. 
- sc -
STATE OF NE\"T YORK , 
COUNTY OF l\JE,W YOHK. s s • : 
GILBERT SELDES, being duly sworn, deposes a nd says : 
I am a profess ional writer chiefly in the fields of 
American history and cur·rent public aftairs, writ ing a da ily 
newspaper colU..!.Illl of general comment and magazine articles for 
both popular and. semi-popular magazines; for the l ast t wenty 
years I have been more or less regularly a critic of the 
theatre, for magazines and sometimes for daily newspapers and 
for several years wrote special correspondence about the 
theatre for the Boston Evening Transcript vYhen the late H. T. 
Parker was it s dramatic ed i tor . I saw the Children's Hou..r on 
its opening night i n New York City, to the best of my re -
collection or shortly thereafter and expressed my opinion then 
of the play in whi ch I did. not name it as many of my collea-
gues did -- a very great work of art, but considered it an 
excellent piece of craftsmanship on e. serious subject worthy 
of discussion and one which seemed t o me exceptionally y,rell 
produced and ably acted. 
I wish it to be understood that this statement is 
not made by one vrho is opposed to censorship at all times and 
in all circumstances. · On the contrary, I have reluctant ly 
been forced to recognize the necessity under 'special circum-
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stances of pl a cing s ome check, under cer t a in cond i t ions on 
absolute freedom of pub l i ca tion or expres s ion when such 
freedom may r esult in undesirable offerings whi ch can actual-
ly be har mful to certain portions of the public which ar e 
unable by reason of their _y-outh or perhaps by reason of 
ignorance , to protect themselve s . In theory I should like 
ab solute freedom but in practice I have to concede that men 
without any sense of their duty to the communi ty may , f or 
commercial rea sons , deliber a tel y expl oi t ma terials v1hich ca n 
b e ha rmful . This is a diff icult position to uphold because 
it makes the dividing line more delicate and demands a more 
active exercise of judgment in every particular case . 
Neverthel ess , i n fairness both t o the case at i ssue and to 
myself I make thi s statement that I bel ieve interf erence with 
pl ay The Children ' s Hour is thoroughly unjustified on the 
grounds of public pol icy a lthough I have no rigi d and 
ab solute theory by which all interference must be avoided . 
l'Jo matter what the s pecific char ge may be in any 
cas e the fundamental ground for closing a pl ay or suppressing 
a b ook or other1;1ise employing the police pow·er against a 
work of art or any other form of pub lic expression is tha t 
that work tends to deba se or corrupt pub lic morals and is 
offensive to it . In the present case the burden of proof 
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rests more heavily than usual on those who would prevent the 
rresentation of the play because this play has already b een 
presented several hundred times in New York City and has been 
seen by such a large number of men and women that a public 
opinion about it need no longer be a matter of antici pation or 
guessv,~ork. The playgoers 1vho have seen The Children t s Hol.IT 
are availab le to testify on t wo specific points : Does the pla: 
offend contemporary morals a nd does it have any tendency to 
corrupt? If the ans>Ner to either quest ion were Yes , protest. 
against the play would have been heard long before . On the 
second question, whether the play tends to corrupt , the sug-
gestion may be seriously made that after many months of pro-
duction an instance or exampl e of the corruptive influenc e of 
the play ought to be availab l e . Those who iYOUld stop the play 
are more or less bound to prove that either the general pub lic 
morals of the City of New Yorl~ have been corrupted by the 
presence of this play or to name s pecifically the individual s 
whose mora ls have been corrupted by t h e play. 
There are t ''70 prime elements in The Children ' s 
Hour. One is the effect of the spread of irresponsible 
slander and the other is the subject of this slander itself . 
The firs t shovvs that if a slander is sccepted by responsible 
people although it is spread by the irresponsib le the li veso 
of innoc ent people are shatt Ered and even those 1!:'ho disbelieve 
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in the slander are unfe,vorably affected by it . As this sid e 
of the play c.s_rries the serious message of the commandment 
against bearing false witness I cannot believe that any protes t 
is being made against it . Yet it is the essenc e of the play 
and the play ·vmuld be to all intents and purposes the same if 
the subject of the slander vrere that the people involved \rere 
guil ty of theft or ordinary sexuB. l immorality. 
Actually the subject of the slander is c:~n v.nusual 
or abnormal relation bet ween tvvo "~Jvomen . That such relations 
exist cannot be denied . Nor I tal{e it is it held that in-
telligent hwnan beings are to be forbidden to discuss vdlat -
ever occurs in nature however unusua.l or apart from the nor -
mal . The problem I suppose is in the tone and character of 
the d iscussion of the prob lem on the stage . If the unusual 
or abnormal relationship is set forth in such terms as to 
make it appear more attractive than or in any way superior to 
the normal relation betVIre n the sexes , if it is in any sense 
"g lorified 11 , if i ts a bnormali ty is not shm't'n, if the characters 
involved a.re presented as enjoying a remarkab le pleasure or 
s atisfac tion from it , then a doubt a s to the advisability of 
presenting such a presentation could l egit i mately rise . In 
The Children ' s Hour one of the subjects of the slander is 
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p resentecL as u:r~EL '-'>'2.re of the r e lc:~ t ionshi-p 2nd the other a. s 
bsine; &.v:a re of its abnormality a nd suffering great m'll1a-.:;p iness 
f rom it . There is no more suggestion of satisfaction in i t 
than there would be in the presentati~.m of a person fighting 
a gainst klep tomania or a G.yp somElnia c strugg l ing to break his 
desire to drink . A profound unhappiness , a sense of the 
unfulf i llment c;,ncl thwarting of hmnan l ife v;hen it do e s not 
proceed in normal a nd :natural channel s pervades the entire 
play- . 
It is especial lf worthy or note that those narts 
of the p l aJ which d eal vrith ·the s l ander itself (as op l,)osed 
to the theme or subject of the slander) are vvri t ten melo -
drama tic all y and at a high pitch but the parts of the pl&:y t o 
which I ass1.1.11e objection is t a keD, the parts dealing vdth a 
suggested abnormal relationship of the t wo wornen characters, 
are written soberly, V7 i th great restraint , in a lov,r tone "Thich 
a.ctually- approa ches dullness . 'l'he sen s a tione,lism, such a s it 
is , of the play , is therefore connected only l.'i i th the methods 
and the effects of the s l ande-r; there is no sens a tiona lism in 
the portions devoted to the secondary theme of unusual rel a -
tionship s . 
It is generall y assumed that the a v erage theatr e -
goer is a person of at l east average int elligence a nd t hat an 
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audienc e d oes not consist of the utterl y immature or of human 
beings on the -oorder - lir1e of hysteria or other forms of ab-
norrnali ty. In Hew York City wher e the t-~m themes of the play 
v.rere ec~ually di scuss ed but no special emphasis v:o.s pl a ced on 
either, audiencEs of average int elligence saw the play 1."e ek 
after vreek and ge.ve testiffiony that the ser ious and com:Jlf:tely 
honest , o pen, canci. id b u-t not sensational treatment of the tvw 
sub ,j ects impressed tllem c.md gave them something reaso:ne_bly 
serious to think about . The play- caused no sce.11dal \;;·hatever 
a:nd so far a_s 2.l1;'lOne hctS been a.ble to dis c over c&_used no 
corruption of pub lic morals or of public taste . To make a 
scandc. l of it i s to impugn the integr ity of the c<_uthor , the 
producer , and those par·ticipa ting in the pl e_y - - and such an 
a c cus a"C ion carrj_es with it the assmn!Jtion that they all de -
lj_bere.tely set out to make money by encompassing such a 
c orrup t i on . Unless the corruption i s proved I c an see n o 
grounds fo r the ac cusa.t ion. 
Sworn t o befor e me this 
10 ciay of Je.rlu_a i·y-, 1 SCJ6 . GILBIFT SELDIS 
Notary Public I::ing s County 
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STATE OF l\i'E1i;T YORK 
ss . : 
COUETY OF 1-IE'X YORK 
Herbert Bayard Swope, being duly sworn, deposes 
and says: 
I wa s for many years Executive Editor of the New 
York iNorld. J~s such I came in touch with the thes.tre con-
stantlJ. I have always been against the exploitetion, in the 
theatre or - elsewhere, of sex for profit. I see nothing of 
tha t sort in the Children 's Hour. On the contrary , I regard 
it a s a deep , searching study clothed in dramatic form and 
worthy of an important position in our literature. I saw the 
play twice-- once on the openi1~ night . and once thereafter in 
New York City. 
Sworn to b efore me thi s 
l Oth day of J anuary, 1 936 . HEBERT BAYARD SVTOPE 
H. A. MILLER 
Notary Public, Bronx County No. 64 
I'Jotarie,l Seal 
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STl--'IT OF I LLINOIS , 
COlJHIY OF CHAi'!! PAIG N. ss .: 
CA:hL VAN DOH:SN, being dul y sworn, deposes 
and says: 
I have the degree of doctor of philosophy from 
Columbia Univer sity (1911) a nd l ectured there (1811-lSZ. O) on 
English and Comparative Literature. My special sub j ect wa s 
American Literature, and I h ad che.rge of gr::tduate research in 
this subject. I ha.ve also been Headmaster of ':the Br earley 
School (for glrls) in New York , Literary Editor of The Ne.t ion 
(Ln ~-1922. ) a nd of The Century Magazine (1;., 2~ -lS~S) , and 
Editor-in-Chief of The Literary Guild of America (l S~~ S -19{)4) • 
I edited The Camb ridge His tory of American Lit er ature (4.. 
volumes , 1 81 '1-l ;:)i:,l), a standard work of reference , e.nd I have 
v:ri tten or edited numerous b ooks of li tera.r y history or 
criticism or biography , severa l of which are used a s t extbooks 
in schools and colleges throughout the United States. 
I attended_ a performance of The Children 1 s Hour 
within one mont h after its original production in Few York. 
I then thought, and upon l a ter reflection I am still convinced , 
tha t it is a serious , ab le , and enlightened dramati c effort . 
The concept ion is strik ing , t he execution s crupulous and skill-
ful, and the eff ec t deeply moving. The author has handled an 
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unusual theme--that of the abnormal a:·:re ction of one ?-'oman 
t ec~ cher for another--wi tb the greatest delica cy and gravity. 
Such affections are uncoiiLmon, but they are f amiliar to science 
and to t he exper ience of most school officials. They seem 
to me to be a proper s ub ject :5r tragedy , which generally 
s prin_gs from w:ms1.1al feelings or actions . Furthermore , in 
The Chi ldren t s Hour t his particula r abnormal i ty is s ub ordinate 
to the ma i n theme, whi ch i s essentially a study of the conse -
quences of malicious scandal. 
I can thin.."k of no just moral ground fo r forb idd i ng 
the public product i on of The Children t s Hour . It re presents 
the ab normality- in que s tion cs agonizing to the person who 
suffer s from it and utterly calami tous to a l l the person in-
volved . I do not see how i t could pos sibly make c.ny member 
of any audience fe e l anything bu t the pi ty and terror vrhich 
Ar is totle called the true eff ects of tragedy . And it coul d 
certainly not stimula te or encourag e the pra c tice of any 
abnormality simila r to that which in the pl ay l eads t o so 
unrnistaJ:::able a catas trophe . 
Sworn to before me this 
A. E . ~,1cLean 
Notary Public 
( Not a.ria l Seal) 
Carl Van Doren 
II 
STATE OF NISW YORK 
COUNTY OF NEW YORK 
s s .: 
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GEORGE S . KAUFMAN, beiP..g duly svmrn, de poses 
and says; 
I hav e been writing plays for some fifte en years , 
being co-author, among other plays, of First Lady , now run..11.ing 
in New York; Dinner At Eight, Of Thee I Sing , and some t wenty-
five or thirty others . 
I saw a performance of liThe Children t s Hour 11 d1.1.ring 
the first few weeks of its run, in the fall of 1 930 . It nev er 
occurred to me that it contained censorab le materia l, s ince 
the author v~,Ta s obviously to write a fine plc y and not to profit 
by the sensationalism of her subject. Had it been her in-
tention to profit thereby , there vvere a hw.""ldred ways in which 
she could have broadened and made obvious the subt l e infer-
ences and i mplications of her play . Moreover, the character 
of the audience a ttending the performance on the night that I 
vva s present made it clear that this wa s not a sensation-seeking 
crowd, but an intellig ent group of people intent on seeing a 
fine performanc e. 
Apart from all this---a nd possib l y apart from the 
poi nt in ~uestion---I cons ider The Children ts Hour to b e a 
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finely Wl.,i t ten and important play . The fact that it has r un 
for more than a year is t e stimony to this point--no mere l y 
sensational pl ay has ever had more than a Qrief and sensationa l 
success . 
Sworn t o b efore me this 
8th day of January, 1 936 . 
J'Sorris J ac ob s 
Notary Public 
GEORGE S . KA DFJ\1AN 
S'l'ATE OF NEVI YORK 
COUNTY OF I'TEW YORK 
. 
. 
.: ss . : 
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DOR.OTHY PARKER , being duly sworn, deposes and says: 
I saw "The Childrenrs Hour" at the Maxine Elliott 
Theatre, Nevv York City, on December ~, '7 , l S35 . I vvas unab le 
to see the pl ay earlier in its run 2_s I was in Hollyvvood , 
California, v,rhere I am employed as a writer, of motion pictures 
for Walter Wanger Productions. However , I had read the play 
in its published form many times , considerin_g it a n American 
work of art of the highest , importance, and worthy of innuJ11erabl~> 
rereadings. As a writer myself , I am a cl ose student of 
contemporary wr iting; and I find "The Childrenrs Houri! as 
honest , powerful, and fine a piece of modern literature as any 
I l<;:now . Aside from its enormous literary merit , I thin_"k: the 
pl ay a truly terrifyin_g mora l l e sson - of the frightful tragedy 
tha t can resutl from the acceptance and the propagation of 
evil lies as truth. 
I was for some years dra.ma tic critic on 11 Vani ty 
Fail~". I was dramatic crit ic for liThe New Yorker" r:hen that 
magazine started , and have since a ct ed , from time to time, as 
critic for it. I can truly say that ' Iknow of no play of our 
times better presented and performed than is HThe Childrenrs 
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HourH. 'I'o see , as to read, I found .this high , serious , 
dignified dr ama a. thing to make t h e American theatre proud, 
and i t s aud i ences grateful. 
Sworn to b efore me this 
13th day of J anuary, 1935 . 
Samuel P . Simm.s 
Notary Public, Qu eens County ~ 
Notaria l Seal 
DOF,OTRY PARKER 
-
i 
-
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